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ABSTRACT
Context. One of the key limitations of the direct imaging of exoplanets at small angular separations are quasi-static speckles that
originate from evolving non-common path aberrations (NCPA) in the optical train downstream of the instrument’s main wavefront
sensor split-off.
Aims. In this article we show that the vector-Apodizing Phase Plate (vAPP) coronagraph can be designed such that the coronagraphic
point spread functions (PSFs) can act as wavefront sensors to measure and correct the (quasi-)static aberrations without dedicated
wavefront sensing holograms or modulation by the deformable mirror. The absolute wavefront retrieval is performed with a non-
linear algorithm.
Methods. The focal-plane wavefront sensing (FPWFS) performance of the vAPP and the algorithm are evaluated via numerical
simulations to test various photon and read noise levels, the sensitivity to the 100 lowest Zernike modes, and the maximum wavefront
error (WFE) that can be accurately estimated in one iteration. We apply these methods to the vAPP within SCExAO, first with the
internal source and subsequently on-sky.
Results. In idealized simulations we show that for 107 photons the root mean square (rms) WFE can be reduced to ∼λ/1000, which is
1 nm rms in the context of the SCExAO system. We find that the maximum WFE that can be corrected in one iteration is ∼λ/8 rms or
∼200 nm rms (SCExAO). Furthermore, we demonstrate the SCExAO vAPP capabilities by measuring and controlling the 30 lowest
Zernike modes with the internal source and on-sky. On-sky, we report a raw contrast improvement of a factor ∼2 between 2 and 4 λ/D
after five iterations of closed-loop correction. When artificially introducing 150 nm rms WFE, the algorithm corrects it within five
iterations of closed-loop operation.
Conclusions. FPWFS with the vAPP coronagraphic PSFs is a powerful technique since it integrates coronagraphy and wavefront
sensing, eliminating the need for additional probes and thus resulting in a 100% science duty cycle and maximum throughput for the
target.
Key words. instrumentation: adaptive optics – instrumentation: high angular resolution
1. Introduction
The exploration of circumstellar environments at small angular
separations by means of direct imaging is crucial for the detec-
tion and characterization of exoplanets. The challenges that need
to be overcome are that of high contrast and small angular sepa-
ration. For example the angular separation and contrast between
the Earth and the Sun at 10 pc in the visible (∼0.3−1 µm) is
respectively ∼100 milliarcseconds (mas) and ∼10−10 (Traub &
Oppenheimer 2010).
The current generation of ground-based high-contrast imag-
ing instruments SPHERE (Beuzit et al. 2019), GPI (Macintosh
et al. 2014), the upcoming MagAO-X (Males et al. 2018; Close
et al. 2018), and Subaru Coronagraphic Extreme Adaptive Optics
(SCExAO; Jovanovic et al. 2015) are pushing towards contrasts
of ∼10−6 at angular separations of 200 mas after post-processing
in the near-infrared (0.95−2.3 µm; Vigan et al. 2015). These
instruments are equipped with extreme adaptive optics systems
to flatten the wavefront after the turbulent atmosphere, coron-
agraphs to suppress the star light and contrast-enhancing post-
processing techniques that employ some form of diversity such
as angular differential imaging (Marois et al. 2006), reference
star differential imaging (Ruane et al. 2019), spectral differen-
tial imaging (Sparks & Ford 2002), and polarimetric differen-
tial imaging (Snik & Keller 2013). The latter two techniques can
also be used as a characterization diagnostic. Medium- and high-
resolution integral-field spectroscopy can be used to detect atomic
and molecular lines from a planet’s atmosphere (e.g., Haffert et al.
2019; Hoeijmakers et al. 2018), while polarimetry can be used
to detect cloud structures (Stam et al. 2004; De Kok et al. 2011;
van Holstein et al. 2017).
The coronagraph relevant for the present work is the vector-
Apodizing Phase Plate (vAPP; Snik et al. 2012; Otten et al.
2017), which manipulates the phase in the pupil-plane such that
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Fig. 1. Working principle of the grating-vector-Apodizing Phase Plate.
The grating-vAPP is a half-wave retarder pupil-plane optic with a spa-
tially varying fast-axis orientation. The varying fast-axis orientation
induces the phase through the geometric phase on the circular polar-
ization states. These polarization states receive the opposite phase and
therefore have flipped coronagraphic point spread functions (PSFs). The
PSFs are spatially separated by adding a phase ramp to the design. Any
offsets from half-wave retardance within the optic reduces the efficiency
with which the light will be transferred to the coronagraphic PSFs and
results in a leakage PSF.
in selected regions in the focal plane the starlight is cancelled;
these areas are referred to as dark holes. The phase is induced
through the achromatic geometric phase (Pancharatnam 1956;
Berry 1987) on the circular polarization states by a half-wave
liquid-crystal layer with a varying fast-axis orientation. The
two circular polarization states both receive equal but opposite
phases, resulting in two coronagraphic point spread functions
(PSFs) with opposite dark holes, as shown in Fig. 1. The geo-
metric phase is inherently achromatic as it depends on geometric
effects, but the efficiency with which the light acquires the phase
is determined by the retardance of the liquid-crystal layer. Retar-
dance offsets from half-wave result in leakage; light that has
not acquired the desired phase will form a non-coronagraphic
PSF based on the aperture geometry. Generally, vAPP coro-
nagraphs are designed to have minimal leakage over a broad
wavelength range. High leakage will affect coronagraphic per-
formance as light from the leaked PSF will contaminate the dark
hole. In the simplest and most common implementation the two
coronagraphic PSFs are spatially separated with a polarization-
sensitive grating (Oh & Escuti 2008) that is integrated in the
phase design. These coronagraphs are known as grating-vAPPs
(Otten et al. 2014) and are mainly used for operation with nar-
rowband filters or integral-field spectrographs to prevent smear-
ing by the grating. In this article the grating-vAPP is referred
to as a vAPP. The vAPP has been put on-sky with several instru-
ments: CHARIS/SCExAO (Doelman et al. 2017), MagAO/Clio2
(Otten et al. 2017), LMIRCAM/LBT (Doelman et al. 2017),
and LEXI (Haffert et al. 2018). Furthermore, vAPPs have been
designed for the following instruments: HiCIBaS (Côté et al.
2018), MagAO-X (Miller et al. 2018), ERIS (Boehle et al. 2018),
METIS (Kenworthy et al. 2018), and MICADO (Davies et al.
2018).
One of the key limitations of the current high-contrast
imaging instruments that limit them to contrasts above ∼10−6
within 300 mas are quasi-static speckles that originate from
slowly evolving instrumental aberrations caused by changing
temperature, humidity, and gravity vector during observations
(Martinez et al. 2012, 2013; N’Diaye et al. 2016; Vigan et al.
2018). When these aberrations occur in the optical train down-
stream of the main wavefront sensor split-off, they are not be
sensed and therefore cannot be corrected. Additional focal-plane
wavefront sensing (FPWFS) with the science detector is a highly
desirable solution to these non-common path aberrations (NCPA).
In addition to eliminating the NCPAs, a FPWS can also address
chromatic errors between the main sensing and science channels.
Another advantage of FPWFS is that it has been shown by Guyon
(2005) that it is able to reach high sensitivities for all spatial fre-
quencies, only being surpassed in sensitivity by the Zernike wave-
front sensor (N’Diaye et al. 2013; Doelman et al. 2019). A notable
FPWFS is the Self-Coherent Camera (SCC; Baudoz et al. 2005;
Galicher et al. 2008; Mazoyer et al. 2013). This is a WFS that is
combined with a coronagraph, which uses focal-plane optics to
block starlight. It operates by placing a small hole in the pupil-
plane Lyot stop outside of the geometric pupil where the scattered
starlight is located. This hole creates a reference beam that gener-
ates high spatial frequency fringes in the focal-plane image, which
can be used to determine the full electric field. The SCC has a
100% science duty cycle, but requires a high focal-plane sampling
to resolve the fringes, and optics of a sufficient size to accommo-
date the reference beam. FPWS has also been conducted by using
vAPPs. Previous work focused on adding additional holograms in
the focal plane that either encode wavefront information (Wilby
et al. 2017) or directly probe the electric field (Por & Keller 2016);
these will not be considered here.
An overview of FPWFS techniques can be found in
Jovanovic et al. (2018). There are three FPWFS and con-
trol methods that are particularly relevant: The COronagraphic
Focal-plane waveFront Estimation for Exoplanet detection
(COFFEE; Sauvage et al. 2012; Paul et al. 2013a) wavefront sen-
sor is an extension of classical phase diversity (Gonsalves 1982;
Paxman et al. 1992) to coronagraphic imaging. Aberrations in
a physical model of the coronagraphic system are fitted to two
focal-plane images, one of which has a known phase diversity
(e.g., defocus). The method has been demonstrated in the lab
(Paul et al. 2013b) and on the SPHERE system using the internal
calibration source (Paul et al. 2014). Recent extensions enable
COFFEE to measure phase in long-exposure images affected
by residual turbulence (Herscovici-Schiller et al. 2017), and
measure both phase and amplitude (Herscovici-Schiller et al.
2018).
An interferometric approach to FPWFS is the Asymmetric
Pupil Fourier Wavefront Sensor (APF-WFS; Martinache 2013).
The APF-WFS assumes the small aberration regime enabling
a Fourier analysis of focal-plane images to determine pupil-
plane phase aberrations. The image is formed by an asymmet-
ric pupil, which enables the full phase determination. The theory
behind this technique is more extensively discussed in Sect. 2.
The wavefront sensor has been demonstrated on-sky in closed-
loop operation controlling the lowest-order Zernike modes
(Martinache et al. 2016), also in the context of controlling the
“island effect” (N’Diaye et al. 2018).
Linear dark-field control (LDFC; Guyon et al. 2017) and
more specifically the spatial LDFC variant (Miller et al. 2017).
The idea behind spatial LDFC is to measure and control small
aberrations that pollute the dark hole (created by the vAPP or
other techniques) by measuring the response of the bright field
(see Fig. 1) relative to a reference state. This response is approx-
imately linear for small aberrations. In Miller et al. (2017) it was
shown to work for one-sided dark holes and modes that have a
response in the bright field and the dark hole, but in this case
there is also a spatial null-space consisting of the modes that do
not have a response in the bright field but do pollute the dark
hole. The authors overcame this problem by using the vAPP
(Miller et al. 2018), where the bright field of one coronagraphic
PSF covers the dark hole of the other. This has been shown to
work in the laboratory (Miller 2018), but there is still a signif-
icant null space for most vAPP designs; it is insensitive to the
even pupil phase modes (see Sect. 2).
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COFFEE and the APF-WFS both suffer from low duty cycles
as the science observations have to be stopped for the phase
diversity probes or moving the asymmetric mask in and out the
beam. LDFC, on the other hand, has a 100% duty cycle, but has
currently only been considered for vAPPs with a significant null
space (the even pupil phase modes), it only works in the small
aberration regime, and does not perform an absolute phase mea-
surement. In Sect. 2 we combine the APF-WFS and LDFC with
vAPPs, eliminating the null space and improving the duty cycle
to 100%. In Sect. 3 we present a non-linear algorithm similar to
COFFEE that can perform absolute phase retrieval. In Sect. 4 we
explore the theoretical FPWFS performance of the vAPP and the
non-linear algorithm with simulations for the vAPP installed at
SCExAO. In Sect. 5 we demonstrate the method first with the
internal source and subsequently on-sky. In Sect. 6 we discuss
the results and present the conclusions.
2. Theory
2.1. Phase retrieval
Phase retrieval techniques in astronomy deal with sensing pupil-
plane phase aberrations by analyzing focal-plane images. These
techniques require a unique response in the focal-plane inten-
sity for every phase mode and sign of its modal coefficient (the
amount of wavefront error in the specific phase mode). For sym-
metric pupils such a unique response does not exist for the sign
of the modal coefficients of even phase modes. For example, it
is easy to determine how an optic needs to be moved to cor-
rect for tip and/or tilt (odd Zernike mode). But when the PSF is
defocused (even Zernike mode), it is not immediately clear in
which direction the optic needs to be moved to bring the PSF
back into focus. In this section we demonstrate the origin of
this well-known sign ambiguity (Gonsalves 1982; Paxman et al.
1992).
The electric field in the pupil-plane consists of an amplitude
component A(r) and a phase component θ(r):
Epup(r) = A(r)eiθ(r) (1)
= A(r) cos[θ(r)] + iA sin[θ(r)]. (2)
Here the electric field Epup and its constituents, A and θ, are
2D entities where the position vector r, defined from the cen-
ter of the pupil, is omitted from here on. The focal-plane electric
field Efoc(x) is formed by propagating Epup using the Fraunhofer
propagation operator C{·} ∝ 1iF {·} (Goodman 2005). We use
the Fraunhofer propagator, instead of just the Fourier transform
because it is the physically correct propagator:
Efoc(x) = C{Epup} (3)
= C{A cos(θ)} + C{iA sin(θ)} (4)
= a(x) + ib(x). (5)
Here a(x) and b(x) are the real and imaginary components
of Efoc(x), respectively, and generally contain a mixture of
C{A cos(θ)} and C{iA sin(θ)}. The focal-plane coordinates are
denoted by x and are omitted from here on as well. The focal-
plane intensity Ifoc or PSF is subsequently given by
Ifoc = |Efoc|2 (6)
= |a|2 + |b|2. (7)
Before we continue with an example of even phase aberra-
tions, we recall the following:
1. The decomposition of a function f (r) into even and odd
functions:
f (r) = feven(r) + fodd(r), (8)
feven(r) =




f (r) − f (−r)
2
· (10)
An example of a symmetry decomposition of phase and ampli-
tude in the context of the APP coronagraph is shown in Fig. 4.
2. The multiplication and composition properties of even and
odd functions:
feven(r) · godd(r) = hodd(r), (11)
fodd(r) · godd(r) = heven(r), (12)
feven(r) · geven(r) = heven(r), (13)
feven[godd(r)] = heven(r), (14)
fodd[godd(r)] = hodd(r), (15)
fodd[geven(r)] = heven(r), (16)
feven[geven(r)] = heven(r). (17)
3. The symmetry properties of Fraunhofer propagation (see
Table 1).
4. The Hermitian properties of the Fraunhofer propagation,
which say that a conjugated pupil-plane electric field E′pup =
E∗pup (i.e., a phase sign flip; ∗ denotes the conjugation) will result
in a flipped and conjugated focal-plane electric field E′foc =C{E′pup}:
E′foc(r) = −Efoc(−r)∗. (18)
The reason that the symmetry decomposition, combined with
the decomposition of Epup in its real and imaginary components
(Eq. (2)), is important, is that the Fraunhofer propagation maps
combinations of these decompositions into either real or imagi-
nary components of Efoc, as shown in Table 1. We show below
that these properties of the Fraunhofer propagation determine
what kind of symmetry has to be introduced in the pupil-plane
to determine the sign of even phase aberrations.
Let us assume that A is even, which is true for most instru-
ment pupils. If an even phase aberration (e.g., astigmatism) is
added, the terms A cos(θ) and iA sin(θ) will both be even. We
note that only the imaginary term contains sign information on
the aberration. In this example, when they are propagated to the
focal plane, A cos(θ) will go to ib and iA sin(θ) to a (respectively
shown in the first and third row of Table 1). These terms are still
even and the sign information on the aberration is encoded in
the real part of the focal-plane electric field. The resulting PSF
recorded by the detector is even. These steps are shown in the
top row of Fig. 2a. If the sign of the aberration flips (i.e., a con-
jugation of the pupil-plane electric field), the PSF flips, but as
the PSF is even, there is no morphology change recorded and
thus the sign information cannot be retrieved (see Fig. 2a, bot-
tom row). We can only hope to determine the sign by measur-
ing the real electric field as that is where the sign information is
encoded. For odd phase aberrations the sign flip will result in a
morphology change and can therefore be measured.
If the same exercise is performed with a pupil amplitude
asymmetry, there will be a morphology change. This is shown
in the top and bottom rows of Fig. 2b. The reason is that an even
pupil amplitude, as shown in the top row of Fig. 3a, will only
generate an imaginary electric field and therefore will not inter-
fere with sign information containing a real electric field caused
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Table 1. Fraunhofer propagation symmetry properties (Goodman 2005).
Pupil-plane electric field Focal-plane electric field
Epup = A cos(θ) + iA sin(θ) Efoc = a + ib
Term Term symmetry A, θ symmetry Term Term symmetry
A cos(θ) Even (Aeven, θeven), (Aeven, θodd) ib Even
A cos(θ) Odd (Aodd, θeven), (Aodd, θodd) a Odd
iA sin(θ) Even (Aeven, θeven), (Aodd, θodd) a Even
iA sin(θ) Odd (Aeven, θodd), (Aodd, θeven) ib Odd
Notes. These are the Fourier properties multiplied with a factor −i (Efoc = C{Epup} ∝ 1i F {Epup}).
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✓ = +✓even
<latexit sha1_base64="Pccun9mVnU HDStjniF22Lt7Z+RM=">AAACB3icbZBNSwMxEIazftb6VfUoSLAIglB2VdCLUP TisYL9gLaUbDptQ7PZJZktlqU3L/4VLx4U8epf8Oa/MW33oK0vBB7emWEyrx9JY dB1v52FxaXlldXMWnZ9Y3NrO7ezWzFhrDmUeShDXfOZASkUlFGghFqkgQW+hKr fvxnXqwPQRoTqHocRNAPWVaIjOENrtXIHDewBMnpFT6bUShoID5jAANRo1Mrl3Y I7EZ0HL4U8SVVq5b4a7ZDHASjkkhlT99wImwnTKLiEUbYRG4gY77Mu1C0qFoBp JpM7RvTIOm3aCbV9CunE/T2RsMCYYeDbzoBhz8zWxuZ/tXqMnctmIlQUIyg+XdS JJcWQjkOhbaGBoxxaYFwL+1fKe0wzjja6rA3Bmz15HiqnBe+s4N2d54vXaRwZs k8OyTHxyAUpkltSImXCySN5Jq/kzXlyXpx352PauuCkM3vkj5zPHyjNmYQ=</la texit>
A
<latexit sha1_base64="oOqKmBV0GO ZmzyuHLWA05JzLfro=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokKeqx68d iC/YA2lM120q7dbMLuRiihv8CLB0W8+pO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ 2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6m/q tJ1Sax/LBjBP0IzqQPOSMGivVb3qlsltxZyDLxMtJGXLUeqWvbj9maYTSMEG17n huYvyMKsOZwEmxm2pMKBvRAXYslTRC7WezQyfk1Cp9EsbKljRkpv6eyGik9TgK bGdEzVAvelPxP6+TmvDaz7hMUoOSzReFqSAmJtOvSZ8rZEaMLaFMcXsrYUOqKDM 2m6INwVt8eZk0zyveRcWrX5art3kcBTiGEzgDD66gCvdQgwYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5 935mLeuOPnMEfyB8/kDk9mMyA==</latexit>
A




<latexit sha1_base64="KQQAFI7VbB JTH59o8cSIk+qEY3c=">AAACCHicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4zbqEcPNgbBU5hRQS9CVA SPEcwCSQw9nUrSpGehu0YMwxy9+CtePCji1U/w5t/YWQ6a+KDg8V4VVfW8SAqNj vNtZebmFxaXssu5ldW19Q17c6uiw1hxKPNQhqrmMQ1SBFBGgRJqkQLmexKqXv9 y6FfvQWkRBrc4iKDps24gOoIzNFLL3r1qJQ2EB0yiOEpTekbPKdwlgjawB8jSlp 13Cs4IdJa4E5InE5Ra9lejHfLYhwC5ZFrXXSfCZsIUCi4hzTViDRHjfdaFuqEB 80E3k9EjKd03Spt2QmUqQDpSf08kzNd64Hum02fY09PeUPzPq8fYOW0mIohihIC PF3ViSTGkw1RoWyjgKAeGMK6EuZXyHlOMo8kuZ0Jwp1+eJZXDgntUcG+O88WLS RxZskP2yAFxyQkpkmtSImXCySN5Jq/kzXqyXqx362PcmrEmM9vkD6zPH06qmYI= </latexit>
Efoc = C{Epup} = a+ bi
<latexit sha1_base64="6bvRyD5E1O56OH0Y6sKMRGKw+58=">AAACJHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAiCUBIVFEQoFsFlBfuAppTJdNIOnTyYuRFLyMe48VfcuP CBCzd+i5M2iLYeGDiccy93znEjwRVY1qcxN7+wuLRcWCmurq1vbJpb2w0VxpKyOg1FKFsuUUzwgNWBg2CtSDLiu4I13WE185t3TCoeBrcwiljHJ/2Ae5wS0FLXPL/qJg6we0i8kKYpvsCOT2BAiUiqqZPgHzuKI2072QTBh9jFHHfNklW2xsCzxM5JCeWodc03pxfS2GcBUEGUattWBJ2ESOBUsLToxIpFhA5Jn7U1DYjPVCcZh0zxvlZ6 2AulfgHgsfp7IyG+UiPf1ZNZAjXtZeJ/XjsG76yT8CCKgQV0csiLBYYQZ43hHpeMghhpQqjk+q+YDogkFHSvRV2CPR15ljSOyvZx2b45KVUu8zoKaBftoQNko1NUQdeohuqIogf0hF7Qq/FoPBvvxsdkdM7Id3bQHxhf37uLpCU=</latexit>
|a|2 + |b|2 = I
<latexit sha1_base64="uJGjoIJonuLShauFVUeH8uIA9cQ=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1aWbwSIIQkmqoBuh6EZ3FewD2lgm00k7dPJgZqKUpJ/ixoUibv 0Sd/6NkzYLbT1wuYdz7mXuHDfiTCrL+jaWlldW19YLG8XNre2dXbO015RhLAhtkJCHou1iSTkLaEMxxWk7EhT7Lqctd3Sd+a1HKiQLg3s1jqjj40HAPEaw0lLPLKU4faiiE5S6Wb9Etz2zbFWsKdAisXNShhz1nvnV7Yck9mmgCMdSdmwrUk6ChWKE00mxG0saYTLCA9rRNMA+lU4yPX2CjrTSR14odAUKTdXfGwn2pRz7rp70sRrKeS8T //M6sfIunIQFUaxoQGYPeTFHKkRZDqjPBCWKjzXBRDB9KyJDLDBROq2iDsGe//IiaVYr9mnFvjsr167yOApwAIdwDDacQw1uoA4NIPAEz/AKb0ZqvBjvxsdsdMnId/bhD4zPH7+vklw=</latexit>
Epup = A cos(✓) + iA sin(✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="58xoT8lSdKwNbqSn+Swmwe4lE9A=">AAACG3icbZD LSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GSyCIpREBd0IXhBcVrBWaEqZTE/t0MkkzJyIJfQ93Pgqblwo4kpw4ds4aSt4+2Hg5zvncOb8YSKFQc/7cMbGJyanpgszxdm5+YVFd2n50sSp 5lDlsYz1VcgMSKGgigIlXCUaWBRKqIXdk7xeuwFtRKwusJdAI2LXSrQFZ2hR090+bWYBwi1mSZr0+/SAHtGAx2YjwA4g26RbVOTICPWFmm7JK3sD0b/GH5kSGanSd N+CVszTCBRyyYyp+16CjYxpFFxCvxikBhLGu+wa6tYqFoFpZIPb+nTdkhZtx9o+hXRAv09kLDKmF4W2M2LYMb9rOfyvVk+xvd/IhEpSBMWHi9qppBjTPCjaEho4yp 41jGth/0p5h2nG0cZZtCH4v0/+ay63y/5O2T/fLR0ej+IokFWyRjaIT/bIITkjFVIlnNyRB/JEnp1759F5cV6HrWPOaGaF/JDz/glPnp+s</latexit>
B)
A cos(✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="NDd1HJ5TicKpYEF/zqv8N/PA4Vs=">AAAB9XicbVB NSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBHqpeyqoMeqF48V7Ad015JNs21oNlmSWaUs/R9ePCji1f/izX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhuwHW/naXlldW19cJGcXNre2e3tLffNCrVlDWo Ekq3Q2KY4JI1gINg7UQzEoeCtcLhzcRvPTJtuJL3MEpYEJO+5BGnBKz0cIV9qkzFhwEDctItld2qOwVeJF5OyihHvVv68nuKpjGTQAUxpuO5CQQZ0cCpYOOinxqWE DokfdaxVJKYmSCbXj3Gx1bp4UhpWxLwVP09kZHYmFEc2s6YwMDMexPxP6+TQnQZZFwmKTBJZ4uiVGBQeBIB7nHNKIiRJYRqbm/FdEA0oWCDKtoQvPmXF0nztOqdVb 2783LtOo+jgA7REaogD12gGrpFddRAFGn0jF7Rm/PkvDjvzsesdcnJZw7QHzifP2pakc4=</latexit>
A sin(✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="qH4kKDIVqeogpTk5UcgFJLskGy0=">AAAB9XicbVD LSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBDiJeyqoMeoF48RzAOyMcxOOsmQ2dllplcJS/7DiwdFvPov3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsriKUw6LrfztLyyuraem4jv7m1vbNb2NuvmyjRHGo8 kpFuBsyAFApqKFBCM9bAwkBCIxjeTPzGI2gjInWPoxjaIesr0ROcoZUerqhvhCr5OABkJ51C0S27U9BF4mWkSDJUO4UvvxvxJASFXDJjWp4bYztlGgWXMM77iYGY8 SHrQ8tSxUIw7XR69ZgeW6VLe5G2pZBO1d8TKQuNGYWB7QwZDsy8NxH/81oJ9i7bqVBxgqD4bFEvkRQjOomAdoUGjnJkCeNa2FspHzDNONqg8jYEb/7lRVI/LXtnZe /uvFi5zuLIkUNyRErEIxekQm5JldQIJ5o8k1fy5jw5L8678zFrXXKymQPyB87nD3IwkdM=</latexit>
a
<latexit sha1_base64="gG6oePGjtzGmTxptftg7C03qavs=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z /kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUoP1yxa26c5BV4uWkAjnq/fJXbxCzNEJpmKBadz03MX5GleFM4LTUSzUmlI3pELuWShqh9rP5oVNyZpUBCWNlSxoyV39PZDTSehIFtjOiZqSXvZn4n9dNTXjjZ1wmqUHJFovC VBATk9nXZMAVMiMmllCmuL2VsBFVlBmbTcmG4C2/vEpaF1Xvsuo1riq12zyOIpzAKZyDB9dQg3uoQxMYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFoLTj5zDH/gfP4AxFmM6A==</latexit> b
<latexit sha1_base64="XTaOtdCtlykaGRW+t4nO7uCrukc=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z /kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUCPrlilt15yCrxMtJBXLU++Wv3iBmaYTSMEG17npuYvyMKsOZwGmpl2pMKBvTIXYtlTRC7WfzQ6fkzCoDEsbKljRkrv6eyGik9SQKbGdEzUgvezPxP6+bmvDGz7hMUoOSLRaF qSAmJrOvyYArZEZMLKFMcXsrYSOqKDM2m5INwVt+eZW0LqreZdVrXFVqt3kcRTiBUzgHD66hBvdQhyYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBxd2M6Q==</latexit>
|a|2
<latexit sha1_base64="qMsSjDQIipbBy1rklELmAvnduWQ=">AAAB7HicbVBNTwIxEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRHbRRI9ELx4xcYEEVtItXWjodjdt14Qs/AYvHjTGqz /Im//GAntQ8CWTvLw3k5l5QSK4No7zjQpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoqeNUUebRWMSqHRDNBJfMM9wI1k4UI1EgWCsY3c781hNTmsfywYwT5kdkIHnIKTFW8iZk8ljrlStO1ZkDrxI3JxXI0eiVv7r9mKYRk4YKonXHdRLjZ0QZTgWblrqpZgmhIzJgHUsliZj2s/mxU3xmlT4OY2VLGjxXf09kJNJ6HAW2MyJmqJe9mfif10lNeO1nXCap YZIuFoWpwCbGs89xnytGjRhbQqji9lZMh0QRamw+JRuCu/zyKmnWqu5F1b2/rNRv8jiKcAKncA4uXEEd7qABHlDg8Ayv8IYkekHv6GPRWkD5zDH8Afr8Aa6rjpg=</latexit>
|b|2
<latexit sha1_base64="a1ni+bp6LSVN200WAZ7btyqOkSo=">AAAB7HicbVBNTwIxEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRHbRRI9ELx4xcYEEVtItXWjodjdt14Qs/AYvHjTGqz /Im//GAntQ8CWTvLw3k5l5QSK4No7zjQpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoqeNUUebRWMSqHRDNBJfMM9wI1k4UI1EgWCsY3c781hNTmsfywYwT5kdkIHnIKTFW8ibB5LHWK1ecqjMHXiVuTiqQo9Erf3X7MU0jJg0VROuO6yTGz4gynAo2LXVTzRJCR2TAOpZKEjHtZ/Njp/jMKn0cxsqWNHiu/p7ISKT1OApsZ0TMUC97M/E/r5Oa8NrPuExS wyRdLApTgU2MZ5/jPleMGjG2hFDF7a2YDoki1Nh8SjYEd/nlVdKsVd2Lqnt/Wanf5HEU4QRO4RxcuII63EEDPKDA4Rle4Q1J9ILe0ceitYDymWP4A/T5A7Ayjpk=</latexit>
I<latexit sha1_base64="r3x9Eeu3NuC/NPGWHOVNrDcMHu8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokKeix60VsL9gPaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHhTx6k /y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDY1HGqGDZYLGLVDqhGwSU2DDcC24lCGgUCW8Hoduq3nlBpHssHM07Qj+hA8pAzaqxUv++Vym7FnYEsEy8nZchR65W+uv2YpRFKwwTVuuO5ifEzqgxnAifFbqoxoWxEB9ixVNIItZ/NDp2QU6v0SRgrW9KQmfp7IqOR1uMosJ0RNUO96E3F/7xOasJrP+MySQ1KNl8U poKYmEy/Jn2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYbIo2BG/x5WXSPK94FxWvflmu3uRxFOAYTuAMPLiCKtxBDRrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9664uQzR/AHzucPn/mM0A==</latexit>A = Aeven
<latexit sha1_base64="DTkE+GYQft pJOpeHJr4Ituw6xjc=">AAAB/HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhf0Ry9DAbBU9hVQS9Coh ePEcwDkhBmJ51kyOzsMtMbDMv6K148KOLVD/Hm3zh5HDRa0FBUddPd5UdSGHTdL yezsrq2vpHdzG1t7+zu5fcP6iaMNYcaD2Womz4zIIWCGgqU0Iw0sMCX0PBHN1O /MQZtRKjucRJBJ2ADJfqCM7RSN1+o0Cta6SZthAdMYAwqTbv5oltyZ6B/ibcgRb JAtZv/bPdCHgegkEtmTMtzI+wkTKPgEtJcOzYQMT5iA2hZqlgAppPMjk/psVV6 tB9qWwrpTP05kbDAmEng286A4dAse1PxP68VY/+ykwgVxQiKzxf1Y0kxpNMkaE9 o4CgnljCuhb2V8iHTjKPNK2dD8JZf/kvqpyXvrOTdnRfL14s4suSQHJET4pELU ia3pEpqhJMJeSIv5NV5dJ6dN+d93ppxFjMF8gvOxzdCPZSJ</latexit>
A = Aeven
<latexit sha1_base64="DTkE+GYQft pJOpeHJr4Ituw6xjc=">AAAB/HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhf0Ry9DAbBU9hVQS9Coh ePEcwDkhBmJ51kyOzsMtMbDMv6K148KOLVD/Hm3zh5HDRa0FBUddPd5UdSGHTdL yezsrq2vpHdzG1t7+zu5fcP6iaMNYcaD2Womz4zIIWCGgqU0Iw0sMCX0PBHN1O /MQZtRKjucRJBJ2ADJfqCM7RSN1+o0Cta6SZthAdMYAwqTbv5oltyZ6B/ibcgRb JAtZv/bPdCHgegkEtmTMtzI+wkTKPgEtJcOzYQMT5iA2hZqlgAppPMjk/psVV6 tB9qWwrpTP05kbDAmEng286A4dAse1PxP68VY/+ykwgVxQiKzxf1Y0kxpNMkaE9 o4CgnljCuhb2V8iHTjKPNK2dD8JZf/kvqpyXvrOTdnRfL14s4suSQHJET4pELU ia3pEpqhJMJeSIv5NV5dJ6dN+d93ppxFjMF8gvOxzdCPZSJ</latexit>
✓ =  ✓even
<latexit sha1_base64="2tQy+c/kOg +kiqsNT3KJnD0WBVk=">AAACCHicbZA9SwNBEIb3/IzxK2pp4WIQbAx3KmgjBG 0sI5gPSELY20ySJXt7x+5cMBwpbfwrNhaK2PoT7Pw3bpIrNPGFhYd3Zpid14+kM Oi6387C4tLyympmLbu+sbm1ndvZrZgw1hzKPJShrvnMgBQKyihQQi3SwAJfQtX v34zr1QFoI0J1j8MImgHrKtERnKG1WrmDBvYAGb2iJ3SKraSB8IAJDECNRq1c3i 24E9F58FLIk1SlVu6r0Q55HIBCLpkxdc+NsJkwjYJLGGUbsYGI8T7rQt2iYgGY ZjI5ZESPrNOmnVDbp5BO3N8TCQuMGQa+7QwY9sxsbWz+V6vH2LlsJkJFMYLi00W dWFIM6TgV2hYaOMqhBca1sH+lvMc042izy9oQvNmT56FyWvDOCt7deb54ncaRI fvkkBwTj1yQIrklJVImnDySZ/JK3pwn58V5dz6mrQtOOrNH/sj5/AGHVpmw</la texit>
✓ = +✓even




<latexit sha1_base64="KQQAFI7VbB JTH59o8cSIk+qEY3c=">AAACCHicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4zbqEcPNgbBU5hRQS9CVA SPEcwCSQw9nUrSpGehu0YMwxy9+CtePCji1U/w5t/YWQ6a+KDg8V4VVfW8SAqNj vNtZebmFxaXssu5ldW19Q17c6uiw1hxKPNQhqrmMQ1SBFBGgRJqkQLmexKqXv9 y6FfvQWkRBrc4iKDps24gOoIzNFLL3r1qJQ2EB0yiOEpTekbPKdwlgjawB8jSlp 13Cs4IdJa4E5InE5Ra9lejHfLYhwC5ZFrXXSfCZsIUCi4hzTViDRHjfdaFuqEB 80E3k9EjKd03Spt2QmUqQDpSf08kzNd64Hum02fY09PeUPzPq8fYOW0mIohihIC PF3ViSTGkw1RoWyjgKAeGMK6EuZXyHlOMo8kuZ0Jwp1+eJZXDgntUcG+O88WLS RxZskP2yAFxyQkpkmtSImXCySN5Jq/kzXqyXqx362PcmrEmM9vkD6zPH06qmYI= </latexit>
Efoc = C{Epup} = a+ bi
<latexit sha1_base64="6bvRyD5E1O56OH0Y6sKMRGKw+58=">AAACJHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAiCUBIVFEQoFsFlBfuAppTJdNIOnTyYuRFLyMe48VfcuP CBCzd+i5M2iLYeGDiccy93znEjwRVY1qcxN7+wuLRcWCmurq1vbJpb2w0VxpKyOg1FKFsuUUzwgNWBg2CtSDLiu4I13WE185t3TCoeBrcwiljHJ/2Ae5wS0FLXPL/qJg6we0i8kKYpvsCOT2BAiUiqqZPgHzuKI2072QTBh9jFHHfNklW2xsCzxM5JCeWodc03pxfS2GcBUEGUattWBJ2ESOBUsLToxIpFhA5Jn7U1DYjPVCcZh0zxvlZ6 2AulfgHgsfp7IyG+UiPf1ZNZAjXtZeJ/XjsG76yT8CCKgQV0csiLBYYQZ43hHpeMghhpQqjk+q+YDogkFHSvRV2CPR15ljSOyvZx2b45KVUu8zoKaBftoQNko1NUQdeohuqIogf0hF7Qq/FoPBvvxsdkdM7Id3bQHxhf37uLpCU=</latexit>
|a|2 + |b|2 = I
<latexit sha1_base64="uJGjoIJonuLShauFVUeH8uIA9cQ=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1aWbwSIIQkmqoBuh6EZ3FewD2lgm00k7dPJgZqKUpJ/ixoUibv 0Sd/6NkzYLbT1wuYdz7mXuHDfiTCrL+jaWlldW19YLG8XNre2dXbO015RhLAhtkJCHou1iSTkLaEMxxWk7EhT7Lqctd3Sd+a1HKiQLg3s1jqjj40HAPEaw0lLPLKU4faiiE5S6Wb9Etz2zbFWsKdAisXNShhz1nvnV7Yck9mmgCMdSdmwrUk6ChWKE00mxG0saYTLCA9rRNMA+lU4yPX2CjrTSR14odAUKTdXfGwn2pRz7rp70sRrKeS8T //M6sfIunIQFUaxoQGYPeTFHKkRZDqjPBCWKjzXBRDB9KyJDLDBROq2iDsGe//IiaVYr9mnFvjsr167yOApwAIdwDDacQw1uoA4NIPAEz/AKb0ZqvBjvxsdsdMnId/bhD4zPH7+vklw=</latexit>
Epup = A cos(✓) + iA sin(✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="58xoT8lSdKwNbqSn+Swmwe4lE9A=">AAACG3icbZD LSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GSyCIpREBd0IXhBcVrBWaEqZTE/t0MkkzJyIJfQ93Pgqblwo4kpw4ds4aSt4+2Hg5zvncOb8YSKFQc/7cMbGJyanpgszxdm5+YVFd2n50sSp 5lDlsYz1VcgMSKGgigIlXCUaWBRKqIXdk7xeuwFtRKwusJdAI2LXSrQFZ2hR090+bWYBwi1mSZr0+/SAHtGAx2YjwA4g26RbVOTICPWFmm7JK3sD0b/GH5kSGanSd N+CVszTCBRyyYyp+16CjYxpFFxCvxikBhLGu+wa6tYqFoFpZIPb+nTdkhZtx9o+hXRAv09kLDKmF4W2M2LYMb9rOfyvVk+xvd/IhEpSBMWHi9qppBjTPCjaEho4yp 41jGth/0p5h2nG0cZZtCH4v0/+ay63y/5O2T/fLR0ej+IokFWyRjaIT/bIITkjFVIlnNyRB/JEnp1759F5cV6HrWPOaGaF/JDz/glPnp+s</latexit>
A)
Fig. 2. Focal- and pupil-plane quantities of an even phase aberration (astigmatism) through a symmetric pupil (a) and an asymmetric pupil (b).
The two rows show opposite signs for the phase aberration. The columns in the pupil-plane box show (from left to right) the amplitude, phase,
and real and imaginary electric fields. In the focal-plane box the columns show the real and imaginary electric fields, the power in the real and
imaginary electric fields, and the total power.
by even aberrations. This is not the case for an asymmetric pupil
amplitude as it also generates a real electric field due to odd pupil
amplitude (second row of Table 1). This real electric field inter-
feres with the aberration’s real electric field and thus enables the
sign determination. The electric field of an asymmetric pupil is
shown in the bottom row of Fig. 3a. More examples of pupil-
plane phase retrieval with focal-plane images can be found in
Appendix A.
This is the working principle of the Asymmetric Pupil
Fourier Wavefront Sensor (Martinache 2013). Interestingly,
other focal-plane wavefront sensing methods such as the differ-
ential Optical Transfer Function (Codona & Doble 2012) and
Self-Coherent Camera (Baudoz et al. 2005) also rely on pupil
asymmetries, even though they use other reconstruction algo-
rithms. Classical phase diversity techniques (Gonsalves 1982;
Paxman et al. 1992) come to a similar result by introducing a
known even phase aberration (e.g., defocus; odd phase modes
can never be used; see top row of Fig. 3b). This is the only
other way of probing the real part of the focal-plane electric field
(Table 1). Therefore, all these methods can now be understood
as one family that probes the real focal-plane electric field by
manipulating either pupil-plane phase or the pupil-plane ampli-
tude. In the context of FPWFS with the vAPP, it is undesir-
able to use an even pupil-plane phase to break the sign ambi-
guity because it fills up the dark-hole of the coronagraph and
therefore prevents simultaneous science observations and wave-
front measurements. On the other hand, vAPPs can be designed
for pupils with an amplitude asymmetry, this will be shown in
the next subsection, and therefore can combine science obser-
vations and wavefront sensing. This result also applies to other
FPWFS techniques; for example, it affects spatial LDFC (see
Appendix B).
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B)
Fig. 3. Focal- and pupil-plane quantities for (a) a symmetric and asymmetric pupil, and (b) vAPPs designed for these pupils. The columns in the
pupil-plane box show (from left to right) the amplitude, phase, and real and imaginary electric fields. In the focal-plane box the columns show the
real and imaginary electric fields, the power in the real and imaginary electric fields, and the total power.
2.2. vAPP design for phase retrieval
Our framework of describing how pupil-plane phase and ampli-
tude symmetries map to the focal-plane electric field also helps
us understand some of the aspects of APP design and the require-
ments for turning an APP into an FPWFS. The optimization
method that guarantees optimal APP designs, which are phase-
only solutions, is detailed in Por (2017) and is not discussed here.
The APPs considered in this section are all designed to have a
one-sided D-shaped dark hole from 1.8 λ/D to 10 λ/D with a
raw contrast of <10−5. The dark hole is defined as the area in the
focal plane where the raw contrast meets the requirement.
Let us suppose that we want to design an APP with a one-
sided dark hole (=PSF with odd symmetry) for a symmetric
aperture (Aeven). Such an aperture will yield a completely imag-
inary focal-plane electric field with even symmetry (top row of
Fig. 3). As the APP manipulates phase, this imaginary electric
field needs to be cancelled on one side using pupil-plane phase.
The last row of Table 1 indicates that the only way of remov-
ing an odd part of the imaginary focal-plane electric field (ib)
for an even aperture (Aeven) is by introducing a purely odd pupil-
plane phase. This indeed results from the optimization method
(top row of Figs. 3b and 4a).
An asymmetric aperture (bottom row of Fig. 3a) yields a
focal-plane electric field with real and imaginary components.
The asymmetric aperture consists of a central obscuration that is
10% of the aperture diameter and a bar with the same width that
connects the central obscuration with the edge of the aperture.
Cancelling the focal-plane electric field on one side to create
the dark hole requires an odd pupil phase to cancel the imagi-
nary focal-plane electric field (last row of Table 1), and an even
pupil-plane phase for the real part (third row of Table 1). Again,
this is the solution the optimization method comes up with (see
bottom rows of Figs. 3b and 4b). Crucially for FPWFS with the
APP, the real focal-plane electric field originating from the odd
pupil amplitude component cannot be completely removed by
the even pupil-plane phase, but is enhanced on the bright side
of the APP coronagraphic PSF, as shown in the bottom row of
Fig. 3b.
To summarize, FPWFS capabilities of the vAPP are funda-
mentally enabled by the pupil amplitude asymmetry. This asym-
metry introduces a real focal-plane electric field that interferes
with the even pupil-plane phase aberrations and enables their
sign determination. The vAPP allows for simultaneous science
observations by removing the real electric field from the dark
hole and moving it to the bright field (see Appendix A for fig-
ures that demonstrate this).
3. Aberration estimation algorithm
3.1. Maximum a posteriori estimation
We developed an algorithm that gives a maximum a posteriori
estimation of the phase aberrations by maximizing the posterior
likelihood p(α,Np,Nb, v, L|D). It takes into account a physical,
non-linear model of the vAPP (shown in the next subsection),
noise statistics, and prior knowledge of the estimated parameters.
Given an image D the algorithm estimates α, a vector containing
the amplitudes of the phase aberration modes of interest. There
is the option to additionally estimate the following parameters:
the number of source photons in the image Np, the background
level Nb, the fractional degree of circular polarization v, and the
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A)
B)
Fig. 4. Decomposition of the pupil-plane phase and amplitude into their
even and odd constituents for the two APP designs in Fig. 3b. (a): APP
designed for a symmetric aperture. (b): APP designed for an asymmetric
aperture.
fractional strength of the leakage PSF integrated over the spec-
tral band L. These parameters are summarized in Table 2. The
estimation of the phase aberrations is more conveniently per-
formed by minimizing L(α,Np,Nb, v, L|D), which is the nega-
tive logarithm of the likelihood function (L(α,Np,Nb, v, L|D) =
− ln[p(α,Np,Nb, v, L|D)]:
αˆ, Nˆp, Nˆb, vˆ, Lˆ = arg min
α,Np,Nb,v,L
L(α,Np,Nb, v, L|D). (19)
Parameters ofL that have been estimated are denoted with a hat.
The objective function L is given by





(D − M(α,Np,Nb, v, L))2 + R(α),
(20)
with D(x) the 2D image containing the data and M(α,Np,Nb,
V, L) the 2D model of the vAPP PSF, which is discussed in
the next subsection. The algorithm fits the model to the entire
image and thus does not exclude any regions in D(x). The sum
over x is over all spatial pixels. The algorithm is be applied to
long-exposure images that have high photon numbers, which
can be approximated to contribute spatially changing Gaussian
noise (σ2p), and detector noise (σ
2
d), assumed to be white Gaus-
sian noise. Therefore, the total noise is Gaussian and the vari-





d). Prior information on the phase aberrations is
Table 2. Parameters presented in Sect. 3.
Variable Description
α Vector containing the modal coefficients αi.
αˆ Estimation of α by algorithm.
γ Assumed power spectrum in the regularization term.
θ j Pupil-plane phase of PSF j (aberration + vAPP).
θAPP Pupil-plane phase of the vAPP.
σ2d Variance of detector noise.







σ2p Variance of photon noise.
φi Pupil-plane phase of aberration mode i.
a j Relative intensity PSF j, see Eqs. (23)–(25).
A Pupil-plane amplitude.
C{ ·} Fraunhofer propagator (Goodman 2005).
Epup Pupil-plane electric field.
D Image used for wavefront sensing.
Ifoc, j PSF j, see Eq. (26).
L Fractional strength of leakage PSF.
Lˆ Estimation of L by algorithm.
L Objective function, see Eq. (20).
M PSF model of vAPP, see Eq. (22).
Np Total number of photons in image.
Nˆp Estimation of Np by algorithm.
Nb Background level in image.
Nˆb Estimation of Nb by algorithm.
R Regularization term, see Eq. (21).
v Fractional degree of circular polarization.
vˆ Estimation of v by algorithm.
taken into account explicitly by adding a term R(α) to the objec-








with αk the modal coefficients and γ the assumed power spec-
trum. This term penalizes high spatial frequency modes accord-
ing to assumptions on or measurements of the spatial power
spectrum. Implicitly, we also regularize by using a truncated
mode basis.
We minimizeL using the bounded limited-memory Broyden-
Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno algorithm (L-BFGS-B; Byrd et al.
1995), which is a quasi-Newton optimization algorithm that
assumes a differentiable scalar objective function. The algorithm
accepts analytically calculated gradients to increase the speed and
accuracy. The analytical expressions of the gradients of Eq. (20)
are given in Appendix C. The algorithm also requires a start posi-
tion for the estimated parameters. Generally, Np,Nb, v, and L can
be easily estimated from the data, as is shown in Sect. 5. From
experience, setting α = 0 (i.e., no aberration) works best when
there is no initial guess available for the aberrated wavefront.
3.2. Coronagraph model
The vAPP is a half-wave retarder with a spatially varying fast-
axis; these spatial variations induce geometric phase on the cir-
cular polarization states. Opposite circular polarizations receive
the opposite phase, creating two similar but mirror-imaged coro-
nagraphic PSFs (see Fig. 1). Additionally, as the optic is not
perfectly half-wave, part of the light does not receive the desired
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Fig. 5. Amplitude and phase design of the SCExAO vAPP (Doelman et al. 2017) and its resulting PSF. The pupil-plane quantities are decomposed
into their even and odd constituents, while the focal-plane PSF is decomposed into the power in the real and imaginary parts of the electric field.
phase and creates an extra non-coronagraphic PSF; we refer to
this PSF as the leakage. The relative intensity of the corona-
graphic PSFs depends on the fractional degree of circular polar-
ization v (normalized to the total intensity) and the amount of
leakage. In the model we assume a single point source and there-
fore the image plane is given by
M(α,Np,Nb, v, L) = Np
 3∑
j=1
a j(v, L)Ifoc, j(α)
 + Nb, (22)
with Np the total number of photons in the image, Nb the back-
ground level (sky background, dark current, or bias), Ifoc, j the
image from either left- ( j= 1) or right-handed ( j= 2) circular
polarization or from leakage ( j= 3). The a j(v, L) terms describe








(1 − L), (24)
a3(v, L) = L. (25)
The PSFs are normalized such that the sum over all pixels in the
image is one:
∑
r Ifoc, j = 1. We note that we can incoherently add
the leakage term and the coronagraphic PSFs because orthogonal
polarization states emitted by blackbody sources are incoherent,
even when they are transformed to the same polarization state
(Fresnel-Arago laws; Kanseri et al. 2008; Mujat et al. 2004). The
Ifoc, j is given by
Ifoc, j(α) = |C{Epup(α)}|2 (26)
= |C{Aei(θ j+∑i αiφi)}|2, (27)
with A the amplitude of the aperture, θ j = ±θapp for j = 1, 2
and θ j = 0 for j = 3. The phase aberration is expanded in the
mode basis {φi}, with αi being the estimated coefficients. This
last equation shows the non-linearity of the model: (1) we esti-
mate phase, which is contained in the complex exponent, and
(2) the estimation is performed on intensity images, which are
the square of the electric field.
4. Simulations
In this section we explore the performance of the algorithm in
idealized circumstances by numerical simulations. Performance
will be reported in absolute units (nm) in the context of the
SCExAO vAPP and in relative units (fractional λ) to allow com-
parison with other methods.
The design of the SCExAO vAPP is detailed in Doelman
et al. (2017); here we only discuss the most relevant details. The
D-shaped dark holes have a raw contrast of 10−5 with respect
to the peak flux of the coronagraphic PSF and extend from 2
to 11 λ/D. In addition to the two coronagraphic PSFs and the
central leakage PSF, two more phase diversity PSFs were added.
These PSFs have opposite defocus aberration and can be used
for classical phase diversity, but are not considered in this work.
The top row of Fig. 5 shows the pupil-plane amplitude for which
the vAPP was designed, the subsequent phase design, and the
focal-plane intensity. As detailed in the bottom row of the figure,
there is a clear amplitude asymmetry due to the blocking of dead
deformable mirror (DM) actuators. This odd amplitude compo-
nent Aodd, combined with the even phase θeven that cancels the
effect of the asymmetry in the dark holes, results in the real focal-
plane electric field that is used to probe even pupil-plane phase
aberrations. Approximately 3.5% of the focal-plane power is in
the real electric field, and is therefore available to sense even
phase aberrations.
Simulations are performed with the HCIPy package (Por
et al. 2018), an open-source software for high-contrast imag-
ing simulations that is available on GitHub1. The simulations
1 https://github.com/ehpor/hcipy
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Fig. 6. Residual rms WFE as a function of photon number Np for the
SCExAO vAPP. Different colors denote various read noise levels. The
dotted line shows a 1/
√
Np fit to the pure photon noise case. The rms
WFE in nm assumes λ = 1550 nm.
are monochromatic (λ= 1550 nm). They sample the pupil-plane
with 256× 256 pixels and use the Fraunhofer approximation to
propagate the electric field to the focal plane, which is sampled
with 150× 150 pixels for 3 pixels per λ/D. The aberration esti-
mation algorithm is Python-based, uses the HCIPy package for
the coronagraph model and the Scipy library (Jones et al. 2014)
to minimize the objective function.
4.1. Photon and read noise sensitivity
Figure 6 presents the sensitivity of the algorithm and the
SCExAO vAPP when considering varying levels of photon and
read noise. The modal basis set used for these tests consists of
the first 30 Zernike modes, starting at defocus. All induced aber-
rations were a linear sum of these modes. The aberrated phase
screen is created by first calculating a phase screen following
a spatial power spectrum with a slope of −2.5. This slope is
steeper than a slope of −2, usually considered for the power
spectrum of NCPA, but was chosen to put more power in the low-
order modes as we focus on measuring them. Subsequently, this
phase screen is projected onto the 30 Zernike modes, which were
added together and scaled to a ∼λ/16 (100 nm) root mean square
(rms) wavefront error (WFE). The algorithm estimated the same
Zernike modes as were used to generate the phase screen. For
every photon number Np (103−109 photons) we generated ten
different phase screens and, for each phase screen, ten photon
noise realizations. Furthermore, four levels of read noise were
tested: 0 e−, 0.1 e−, 1 e−, and 10 e−. The results of the simulations
are plotted in Fig. 6, where the dots denote the mean rms WFE
per photon number and read noise level, and the error bars denote
the 1σ deviation. The dotted line is a fit of a ∝1/√Np function
to the pure photon noise simulations, confirming that the perfor-
mance scales with the photon noise. The algorithm therefore is
photon noise limited (i.e., no algorithmic effects limit the per-
formance). For the photon-limited case, a <λ/1000 residual rms
WFE is reached with 107 photons. In the context of the SCExAO
system (Sect. 5) this would be a 1 nm residual WFE for a ∼5 s
integration on a mH = 8 star. The simulations also show that
increasing the read noise to 0.1 e− or 1 e− does not significantly
impact the performance of the algorithm (i.e., the error is still
dominated by photon noise). For a read noise level of 10 e− and
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Fig. 7. Photon noise sensitivity of the SCExAO vAPP to the first 100
Zernike modes, starting at defocus. The gray boxes denote the even
Zernike modes, and the white boxes the odd Zernike modes.
photon numbers <106, the read noise starts to dominate the error
and decreases the performance by a factor of ∼2−3.
4.2. Mode photon noise sensitivity
In Guyon (2005) the photon noise sensitivity βp of a WFS to a




with σm the reconstruction error for mode m and Np the num-
ber of photons in the image. According to Guyon (2005), the
ideal WFS will have βp = 1 for all reconstructed modes. Here
we explore the sensitivity of the SCExAO vAPP to the first
100 Zernike modes (starting with defocus as the vAPP is tip/tilt
insensitive), expecting that the vAPP has a lower sensitivity
(resulting in a higher βp) for the even modes than for the odd
modes (see discussion in Sect. 2). The reconstruction error σm
was determined by calculating the standard deviation of the αˆm
distribution, obtained after simulating 100 different photon noise
realizations per photon number (107, 108, and 109) and estimat-
ing only αˆm (no other modes were estimated simultaneously).
This resulted in three βp values (one for each tested photon num-
ber), which were subsequently averaged to obtain the final result.
The results are shown in Fig. 7, with the ideal WFS (βp = 1)
shown as the horizontal gray dotted line. The gray boxes denote
the even modes, and the white boxes the odd modes. The first
thing to note is that the even modes perform a factor ∼4−10
worse than the odd modes. This occurs because, as discussed
in Sect. 2, the real part of the focal-plane electric field probes
the even modes, and in the case of the SCExAO vAPP is rela-
tively weak: ∼3.5% of the total power is in the real electric field.
Therefore, it is expected that βp is
√
1/0.035 = 5.3 times higher
for even modes compared to the odd modes, which is approxi-
mately observed. Furthermore, it should be noted that the spa-
tial frequency content of the Zernike modes increases with the
Noll index. Therefore, due to lower S/N at higher frequencies,
sensitivity to both even and odd modes decreases with increas-
ing mode number. The sensitivity to even modes decreases faster
than the odd mode sensitivity because the real part of the focal-
plane electric field is limited in extent compared to the imaginary
part (shown in Fig. 5). We note that this analysis does not include
any cross-talk effects, which are taken into account in the next
section.
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Fig. 8. Residual rms WFE as function of introduced rms WFE for
the SCExAO vAPP. The colors denote various photon numbers. The
dashed, gray line separates the regions where the wavefront improves
or deteriorates. The wavelength is 1550 nm.
4.3. Dynamic range algorithm
Here we explore the maximum rms WFE for which the algorithm
can accurately recover estimates for each modal coefficient in a
single step. This limitation is mainly driven by modal cross-talk
and determines the WFE for which the algorithm can converge to
a low (∼λ/1000−λ/100 or 1−10 nm) residual rms WFE in one
iteration, assuming that the estimation is perfectly applied by
the DM. We simulated phase screens consisting of 30 Zernike
modes (starting with defocus), following a spatial power spec-
trum with a −2.5 slope, with increasing WFE. For rms WFE val-
ues between 0 and ∼λ/4 (400 nm) we simulated ten wavefronts,
with either no photon noise (Np = ∞) or high photon numbers
(Np = 106, 108). For the simulations with photon noise, we sim-
ulated ten photon-noise realizations per phase screen. The algo-
rithm estimated the same Zernike modes. The residual rms WFE
was determined by subtracting the estimation from the initial,
aberrated wavefront. The mean residual rms WFEs are shown
in Fig. 8. The performance of the algorithm does not signifi-
cantly vary between the different photon number realizations.
The algorithm converges in one iteration with an input aberra-
tion rms of up to ∼λ/8 or 200 nm. For WFE between λ/8 and
λ/5 (200−300 nm), the algorithm still improves the wavefront,
but there is significant residual WFE after one iteration. In this
regime the algorithm converges to <λ/1000 or 1 nm rms WFE
within two or three iterations in closed-loop operation. A WFE
larger than λ/5 (300 nm) rms does not significantly improve after
one iteration. We note that this performance is very similar to the
non-coronagraphic results reported by Martinache et al. (2016)
for the Asymmetric Pupil Fourier Wavefront Sensor.
5. Demonstration at SCExAO
5.1. SCExAO
The Subaru Coronagraphic Extreme Adaptive Optics (SCExAO)
instrument (Jovanovic et al. 2015) is a high-contrast imaging
instrument at the Subaru Telescope. It operates downstream of
the AO188 system (Minowa et al. 2010), which gives an ini-
tial low-order correction. SCExAO drives a 2000-actuator DM
based on wavefront measurements from a pyramid wavefront
sensor (PYWFS) from the optical to near-IR (NIR) (in the range
600−900 nm) that can run at 3.5 kHz, but most often runs at
2 kHz. There are 45 actuators across the pupil, giving the sys-
tem the ability to correct out to 22.5 λ/D. The real-time control
of SCExAO is handled by the compute and control for adaptive
optics (cacao) package (Guyon et al. 2018). Cacao allows NCPA
corrections to be handled by a separate DM channel, where the
software automatically sends offsets to the PYWFS. These off-
sets ensure that the PYWFS does not sense and attempt to con-
trol the NCPA corrections. The instrument routinely achieves
Strehl ratios >80% in the H band on-sky. SCExAO feeds the
post-AO JHK bands to the integral field spectrograph CHARIS
(Peters-Limbach et al. 2013; Groff et al. 2014). The ultimate goal
is to operate the vAPP FPWFS with the CHARIS data; however,
the tests were performed with the internal NIR camera for ease of
operation. The NIR camera has recently (Lozi et al. 2018) been
upgraded to a C-RED 2 detector (Feautrier et al. 2017), which
has a 640× 512 pixel InGaAs sensor that is cooled to −40 ◦C.
5.2. Algorithm implementation in SCExAO
The algorithm has to be adapted to the SCExAO parameters and
the vAPP design. To calibrate the model of the vAPP we had to
take into account the following:
1. Pupil undersizing. To account for pupil misalignments the
design of the vAPP was undersized by 1.5% (Doelman et al.
2017) with respect to the nominal SCExAO pupil.
2. Pupil rotation. To optimally block dead actuators in the
DM, the SCExAO pupil was rotated by −6.25◦, affecting the ori-
entation of the PSF on the detector.
3. Detector pixel scale. For accurate propagation to the
focal plane of the NIR camera, the pixel scale was determined
manually (which was deemed sufficient for low-order Zernike
mode measurement and correction) to be 15.6 mas per pixel at
1550 nm.
The coronagraph model described in Sect. 3 assumes a
monochromatic light source, and the closest available option,
in terms of bandwidth, for the NIR camera in SCExAO is the
∆λ = 25 nm filter centered around λ = 1550 nm. For this fil-
ter, a 128 × 128 pixel sub-window in the NIR internal camera is
sufficient to contain the vAPP PSFs. The image fed to the algo-
rithm consists of the sum of 1000 unsaturated images (either of
the internal source or the star; individual exposure times are on
the order of 1−10 milliseconds) that are dark-subtracted, aligned
with a reference PSF generated with the coronagraph model
and subsequently stacked and calibrated for the camera system
gain (2.33 e−/ADU; Feautrier et al. 2017). The large number of
stacked images should generally bring the algorithm into the
1 nm residual rms WFE regime (Fig. 6) in ideal circumstances
and is the best performance we can expect. After image acquisi-
tion and before running the algorithm, the parameters Np,Nb, v,
and L have to be estimated. Nb is estimated first by selecting
the corners in the image where there is no light from the vAPP.
Np is estimated by subtracting Nb from the image and summing
the values in all pixels. The grating in the vAPP acts as a cir-
cularly polarized beam-splitter, thus v is determined by aperture
photometry on the two coronagraphic PSFs. From these inten-
sity measurements, I1 and I2, the fractional degree of circular





The amount of leakage L is similarly calculated by aperture pho-
tometry on the two coronagraphic (I1 and I2) and the leakage
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Fig. 9. Focal-plane images and 1σ raw contrast curves pre- and post-correction with the internal source within SCExAO. (a) pre- and (b) post-
correction images for the nominal SCExAO system. (c) 1σ raw contrast curves for the correction of the nominal system. The solid lines relate to
(panels a and b) and are read noise limited beyond 7.5 λ/D, which is shown by the horizontal dashed line. The dot-dashed lines show a similar
correction performed at a different time. For these lines the images for raw contrast determination were saturated such that they were speckle
noise limited (instead of read noise limited), reaching deeper contrasts in the dark holes. (d) pre- and (e) post-correction images for an introduced
wavefront of 300 nm rms. (f) 1σ raw contrast curves for the correction of the system with the introduced 300 nm rms wavefront, with again the




I1 + I2 + I3
· (30)
After this initial estimation, the estimation of these parameters
can also be improved by the algorithm. This is generally not done
for Nb, v, and L as it has not been found to improve the wavefront
estimation. On the other hand, we find that estimating Np using
the algorithm does improve the estimation. Another concern is
that estimating some of these parameters could induce cross-talk
with the aberration coefficients. An example of such cross-talk
would be between the wavefront aberration coma and v, as both
parameters result in relative brightness changes between the two
coronagraphic PSFs. Therefore, the algorithm could tune either
parameter to fit a relative brightness change and arrive at the
wrong result. We did not extensively study the effects of this
cross-talk.
The closed-loop correction is performed by phase conjuga-
tion, where the DM command θDM,i at iteration i is calculated as
θDM,i = θDM,i−1 − g2
∑
j
α jφ j, (31)
with g the closed-loop gain that can be freely chosen, the factor
1
2 to account for the reflective nature of the DM, α j the estimated
modal coefficients, and {φ j} the mode basis.
When estimating 30 Zernike modes with the SCExAO
implementation of the algorithm, the computation time per iter-
ation is ∼30−50 s. Generally, the convergence time increases
when sensing more modes and larger wavefront errors. The con-
vergence time is mainly limited by the Python library versions
installed at SCExAO, and more fundamentally by the implemen-
tation in Python.
5.3. Internal source demonstration
We performed FPWFS tests with the SCExAO vAPP using the
internal source in November and December 2018. The goal was
to demonstrate the principle of FPWFS with the vAPP corona-
graphic PSFs, and we therefore focused on measuring and cor-
recting low-order modes (30−50 Zernike modes, starting with
defocus). Figure 9 shows these results, where the 1σ raw con-
trast was determined by calculating the standard deviation of
1 λ/D wide annuli covering both PSFs that were normalized by
the maximum number of counts in the image. The top row in the
figure presents the pre- and post-correction PSFs and the radial
averaged contrast improvements (panels a, b, and c, respectively)
for the nominal SCExAO system using 30 Zernike modes, after
one iteration with the algorithm (g = 1). The estimated wave-
front is shown in Fig. 10a, and the measured WFE in the 30
Zernike modes is ∼100 nm rms. The dominant mode is astig-
matism at ∼86 nm rms. The next three largest aberrations were
coma, quadrafoil, and secondary astigmatism at respectively
∼28 nm, ∼24 nm, and ∼23 nm rms. Qualitatively, the wavefront
improvement can be observed in the more symmetric leakage
and phase diversity PSFs, and the dark hole better defined as an
aberrated structure at a few λ/D was removed. Quantitatively,
the peak flux of the leakage increased by ∼10%, and the raw
contrast at 2.5 λ/D improved from ∼2× 10−3 to ∼6× 10−4 (solid
lines in Fig. 9c). Only the lowest Zernike modes (both even
and odd) were corrected, which is clearly visible as the contrast
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Fig. 10. (a) estimated wavefront of the nominal SCExAO system using the internal source and reconstructed by combining the estimated modal
coefficients of the 30 Zernike modes. The estimated WFE is ∼100 nm rms. (b) introduced and (c) estimated wavefront from closed-loop tests with
the internal source. The introduced wavefront (b), consisting of 50 Zernike modes, has a rms WFE of ∼293 nm. The estimated wavefront (c), using
the same 50 Zernike modes, with an rms WFE of ∼311 nm. The estimated wavefront also includes other WFE already present in the system.
improvement decreases with λ/D. The dash-dotted lines in
Fig. 9c show the results of a similar correction performed at
another moment in time, but here the images used for the raw
contrast determination were saturated such that the raw contrast
was speckle-noise limited, instead of read noise limited as with
the solid lines. The bottom row shows the result of a closed-
loop correction where we introduced and estimated a 300 nm
rms WFE with 50 Zernike modes, which should be correctable
according to Fig. 8. Panels b and c show the pre- and post-
correction after five iterations of closed-loop correction. The
total duration of these corrections was around 4 min. These fig-
ures show that the algorithm can correct large WFE, recover-
ing a PSF that is qualitatively very similar to what is shown
in Fig. 9b. As shown in Fig. 9f, we recover similar or deeper
raw contrasts compared to the nominal system after correction,
Fig. 9c. In Figs. 10b and c, the introduced and estimated wave-
fronts are shown. The WFE for these figures are respectively
∼293 nm and ∼311 nm. We note that the estimated wavefront
also includes WFE already present in the system before adding
the known aberration, as this was not corrected before the test.
Tests conducted on another day suggest that the remaining WFE
after correction is on the order of ∼59 nm rms. These tests con-
sist of sequential measurements of the nominal wavefront and
a 150 nm rms introduced wavefront error. These measurements
were then compared to find a residual WFE. This error con-
sists of evolved NCPA between measurements, DM calibration
errors, and algorithm errors. We did not investigate the amplitude
of the individual error terms.
5.4. On-sky demonstration
On 11 January 2019 we observed Regulus (mH = 1.57; Ducati
2002) during a SCExAO engineering night to test the vAPP
FPWFS on-sky, to evaluate the performance with an incoher-
ent background due to residual turbulence and long exposure
images, and to demonstrate the true end-to-end optical system.
Observing conditions were good (the seeing was ∼0.2′′−0.4′′)
and predictive control was running during the tests (Guyon &
Males 2017). We conducted tests similar to those with the inter-
nal source. The top row of Fig. 11 shows the results after five
iterations of closed-loop with a gain = 0.5 with the nominal
SCExAO system when estimating 30 Zernike modes. The five
iterations took approximately 4 min. Qualitatively, the first Airy
ring of the leakage PSF becomes more rounded and symmetric,
the coronagraphic PSFs are more similar, the edge of the dark
hole becomes better defined, and some speckles in the dark hole
are removed. The gain in peak flux of the leakage PSF is 6%.
In Fig. 11c the contrast gain is moderate, improving by a factor
∼2 between 2.5 and 4 λ/D. The estimated wavefront is shown
in Fig. 12a and the WFE is ∼187 nm rms. A notable structure
in this estimated wavefront is the sharp increase in phase at the
edges of the pupil. It is thought that this phase ring is a rela-
tively static and real structure that originates from the upstream
AO188 system; the PYWFS reference offset contains a similar
structure as well. The bottom row shows the correction of low-
order quasi-static errors from the instrument on-sky plus and
additional 150 nm rms WFE that was added to the DM consisting
of 30 Zernike modes. After five iterations (gain = 0.5), shown in
Fig. 11e, the algorithm recovers a similar PSF in a time similar
to that for the correction of the nominal system (Fig. 11c), both
in morphology and in achieved raw contrast (see Fig. 11f). In
Figs. 12b–d the introduced, estimated, and residual wavefronts
are shown, with the WFE being respectively ∼146 nm, ∼244 nm,
and ∼78 nm rms. The residual wavefront was determined by sub-
tracting the introduced and initial wavefronts from the estimated
wavefront. This gives an estimate of the remaining wavefront
error in the system. As discussed with the internal source results,
the residual wavefront consists of evolved NCPA between mea-
surements, DM calibration errors and algorithm errors. We note
that the reported raw contrasts in Figs. 11c and f are worse than
in Figs. 9c and f due to the incoherent speckle background cre-
ated by the uncorrected residual atmospheric wavefront errors.
6. Discussion and conclusion
We showed in Sect. 2 that an asymmetry in the pupil ampli-
tude enables the vAPP coronagraphic PSFs to measure both even
and odd pupil phase modes, generalizing the Asymmetric Pupil
Fourier Wavefront Sensor (APF-WFS; Martinache 2013) with
spatial Linear Dark Field Control (LDFC; Miller et al. 2017)
in the vAPP. The physical model for non-linear wavefront esti-
mation developed in Sect. 3 was tested in idealized simula-
tions (Sect. 4), confirming that the vAPP currently installed at
SCExAO can sense the even modes, but is more sensitive to odd
modes. Simulations suggest that the algorithm should be able to
reach one-shot correction resulting in a <λ/1000 nm rms WFE
with approximately 107 photons, and that with one iteration it
should be able to correct up to ∼λ/8 of rms WFE. In Sect. 5,
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Fig. 11. Focal-plane images and 1σ raw contrast curves pre- and post-correction during on-sky observations. (a) pre- and (b) post-correction
images for the nominal SCExAO system. (c) 1σ raw contrast curves for the correction of the nominal system. The horizontal dashed line denotes
the read noise level. (d) pre- and (e) post-correction images for an additional wavefront error of 150 nm rms. (f) 1σ raw contrast curves for the
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Fig. 12. (a) estimated wavefront of the nominal SCExAO system during on-sky observations and reconstructed by combining the estimated modal
coefficients of the 30 Zernike modes. The estimated WFE is ∼187 nm rms. (b) introduced, (c) estimated, and (d) residual wavefront from closed-
loop tests during on-sky observations. (b) introduced wavefront, consisting of 30 Zernike modes, with an rms WFE of ∼146 nm. (c) estimated
wavefront, using the same 30 Zernike modes, with an rms WFE of ∼244 nm. (d) residual wavefront (introduced minus estimated and nominal
wavefronts); the rms WFE is ∼78 nm.
we demonstrated the principle with the vAPP in SCExAO, both
with the internal source and on-sky, by measuring and control-
ling the 30 lowest Zernike modes and improving the raw contrast
between 2.5 and 4 λ/D by a factor ∼2. Furthermore, we showed
that the algorithm can correct WFEs of 300 nm and 150 nm rms
with the internal source and on-sky, respectively. Although the
contrast gains, both with the internal source and on-sky, are mod-
erate, it does demonstrate that the coronagraphic PSFs of the
vAPP can be used for wavefront sensing.
The FPWFS performance of the SCExAO vAPP can be
improved in various ways: (1) better model calibration to
increase the contrast gain, (2) measuring more and higher spa-
tial frequency modes to increase the area of correction, and
(3) improving the convergence speed of the algorithm. For this
demonstration the model was calibrated ad hoc by tuning the
pupil undersizing, rotation, and the detector pixel scale by hand.
These parameters should be more accurately measured or be part
of the fitted parameters. To measure more and higher spatial fre-
quency modes we want to replace the current Zernike mode basis
with a pixel-mode basis (Paul et al. 2013a). This should also
reduce the effect of unsensed modes on the estimation, when
estimating a truncated mode basis (Paul et al. 2013b). Improving
the convergence speed of the algorithm would result in a higher
correction cadence or the correction of a larger mode basis in a
similar time. A relatively simple improvement would be to use
the multi-processing capabilities in the latest python libraries not
yet available on SCExAO, this would enable multi-core process-
ing and give a maximum speed improvement of a factor of 40.
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Theoretically, the best possible performance we can then expect
is a wavefront estimation with sub 1 nm WFE every six seconds
for targets down to a mH = 8 (five seconds of integration and
one second for estimation). Other coronagraph model improve-
ments include the integral field spectrograph CHARIS, an accu-
rate model of the focal-plane filter and the incoherent back-
ground due to residual turbulence effects. This is because science
observations with the SCExAO vAPP are done with CHARIS.
Preventing detector saturation due to bright fields of the vAPP
requires a focal-plane neutral density filter that attenuates the
bright fields. Therefore, exposures with the focal-plane filter in
place will have a larger dynamic range. This increase in dynamic
range will make the incoherent background, which is due to
uncorrected atmospheric turbulence, a more prominent feature in
the image compared to the current on-sky results. Thus, the inco-
herent background needs to be included within the coronagraph
model as well (Herscovici-Schiller et al. 2017), also including
any asymmetries in this background (Cantalloube et al. 2018).
In this article we focused on a FPWFS based on a grating-
vAPP. We operated it only in narrowband mode or in an inte-
gral field spectrograph. Therefore, the FPWFS algorithm does
not have to operate over broad wavelength ranges and the cur-
rent coronagraph model would suffice. However, there are broad-
band imaging vAPP implementations foreseen, as is detailed in
Bos et al. (2018). These coronagraphs are more complicated in
their optical design and therefore require a more advanced coro-
nagraph model. For such broadband coronagraphs, the coron-
agraph model also needs to be extended to handle broadband
FPWFS to take full advantage of the coronagraph. This can be
done by evaluating the model at multiple wavelengths (Seldin
et al. 2000) and would come at an increased computational cost.
Operating in broadband mode would increase the sensitivity as
there is more light available, but speckles at larger λ/D would be
washed out and therefore higher frequency aberrations would be
harder to measure.
In this paper we discussed only FPWFS for vAPPs that gen-
erate asymmetric dark holes. But FPWFS with pupil-plane coro-
nagraphs that create symmetric dark holes such as the 360◦
vAPP (Otten et al. 2014) and the shaped pupil (Kasdin et al.
2007) are desirable as well. Optimal designs of vAPPs with
symmetric dark holes consist of only 0 and pi phase structures
(Por 2017). This results in a purely real pupil-plane electric
field (Eq. (2)), and thus if the aperture is symmetric the focal-
plane electric field of such a vAPP will be completely imagi-
nary (Table 1) and will not support a FPWFS. Therefore, similar
to one-sided dark holes, FPWFSing is enabled when an ampli-
tude asymmetry is introduced. A similar argument can be given
for shaped pupil coronagraphs, as these manipulate pupil-plane
amplitude and thus only have a real pupil-plane electric field. A
more important difference with one-sided dark hole PSFs is that
such coronagraphs will not have a bright field in the other polar-
ization that covers the dark hole of the coronagraph and thus
does not directly probe the region of interest.
Future work will investigate optimization of the aperture
asymmetry to enhance the wavefront sensing capabilities of the
coronagraph. This also has implications for the APF-WFS and
spatial LDFC controlling dark holes dug with other methods
than the vAPP. With the current implementation of the vAPP
and algorithm we can only sense phase aberrations. Uncorrected
amplitude errors due to the atmosphere and instrumental errors
will limit the raw contrast to ∼10−5 (Guyon 2018). This is at
a level that is not yet reached by the vAPP, and therefore only
sensing phase aberrations is sufficient for now. When this raw
contrast is met it would be necessary to sense both pupil ampli-
tude and phase aberrations. It is expected that the two corona-
graphic PSFs alone do not contain sufficient diversity to estimate
both in one image. For the current SCExAO vAPP design, an
additional classical phase diversity image will likely provide the
required diversity to enable amplitude estimation (Herscovici-
Schiller et al. 2018), but will lower the science duty cycle. A
better solution for future FPWFS vAPPs would be the addition
of two strong phase diversity holograms, which would keep the
science duty cycle at 100% at the cost of science throughput.
Another use of FPWFS with the vAPP could be the fine co-
phasing of multi-mirror telescopes from the image plane (Pope
et al. 2014), such as for the upcoming Giant Magellan Telescope.
Integration of FPWFS with coronagraphy is a crucial step in
the system wide integration of all optical modalities (e.g., spec-
troscopy and polarimetry) to get the best possible performance of
high-contrast imaging instruments. The major advantages are that
NCPA can be measured up to the science focal plane and a 100%
science duty cycle as science observations do not have to be inter-
rupted to probe the dark hole. The vAPP has now shown that it is
able to combine both FPWFS and coronagraphy in one optic.
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Appendix A: Phase retrieval examples
In Sect. 2 we explained how the sign of even phase aberrations
can be retrieved using an asymmetric pupil amplitude. In this
appendix we give a more complete set of examples of how pupil
symmetries, and APPs designed for them, respond to even and
odd aberrations.
In the top row of Fig. A.2a we visually present Eqs. (1)–(7)
for an even aperture (A = Aeven) and the odd coma aberra-
tion (θ = θodd). The real part of the pupil-plane electric field,
A cos(θ), is completely even and contains no sign information due
to cos(−θ) = cos(θ); the imaginary part, iA sin(θ), is completely
odd. Therefore, propagation to the focal plane will result in a fully
imaginary electric field ib (see Table 1) that has even and odd com-
ponents. The bottom row of Fig. A.2a shows the same images but
for a flipped sign of the phase (θ = −θodd), equivalent to conju-
gating the pupil-plane electric field. Thus the phase conjugation
results in a flipped PSF, and due to the odd component of Efoc, it
results in a morphological change that can be measured, which is
clearly visible in Fig. A.2a.
Figure A.2b shows similar figures, but for the even astigma-
tism aberration (θ= θeven) and again, the top and bottom rows
show opposite signs of the aberration. As expected, both the real
and imaginary parts of the pupil-plane electric field, A cos(θ) and
iA sin(θ), are even. Again, the sign information is encoded in the
imaginary pupil electric field term iA sin(θ). This term propa-
gates, in contrast to the odd phase aberration, to the real part of the
focal-plane electric field a. Therefore, all sign information of the
even phase aberration in encoded in the real focal-plane electric
field. Because the aberration is even, this does not result in mor-
phological changes in the total intensity measurement Ifoc, and
thus sign information of the even aberration cannot be measured.
This well-known sign ambiguity (Gonsalves 1982; Paxman
et al. 1992) is often broken by introducing a static, known
diversity phase that results in a known real focal-plane electric
field. This real electric field can interfere with the sign informa-
tion carrying real electric fields resulting from the even phase
aberrations, which enables unique intensity changes for sign
changes. Figure A.1 shows the case of defocus as a static phase
diversity and the even astigmatism aberration used in Fig. A.1.
It shows a significant morphology change in both the real and
imaginary focal-plane power |a|2 and |b|2 that can be used to
determine sign changes.
In Sect. 2 we explained how the Asymmetric Pupil Fourier
Wavefront Sensor (Martinache 2013) breaks the sign ambigu-
ity in a similar way using odd pupil amplitude. In Fig. A.2c the
response of an asymmetric aperture to sign changes in odd phase
aberrations is shown. It shows that, as expected, the ability of
measuring odd phase modes is not affected. Figure A.2d has an
even phase aberration, again the top and bottom rows differ in
the sign. In contrast to Fig. A.2b, the PSF for an asymmetric
aperture does show a morphological change when the sign of
the even aberration changes, and therefore allows the retrieval of
the complete pupil-plane phase.
Now we show that wavefront sensing with APPs will give
similar results. In Figs. A.3a and b the focal-plane intensity
responses are shown to an odd and even pupil-plane phase aber-
ration for an APP designed for a symmetric aperture. As in
Fig. A.2, the APP shows an intensity morphology change for
a sign change in the odd phase aberration (Fig. A.3a), but for
a sign change in the even phase aberration there is no intensity
morphology change (Fig. A.3b).
This changes for an APP designed for an asymmetric aper-
ture, as shown in Figs. A.3c and d. Figure A.3d shows the focal-
plane intensity response to an odd pupil-plane phase aberration
and Fig. A.3d the response to an even pupil phase aberration. For
both phase aberrations there is an intensity morphology change
when the sign of the aberration changes.
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A = Aeven
<latexit sha1_base64="DTkE+GYQft pJOpeHJr4Ituw6xjc=">AAAB/HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhf0Ry9DAbBU9hVQS9Coh ePEcwDkhBmJ51kyOzsMtMbDMv6K148KOLVD/Hm3zh5HDRa0FBUddPd5UdSGHTd Lyezsrq2vpHdzG1t7+zu5fcP6iaMNYcaD2Womz4zIIWCGgqU0Iw0sMCX0PBHN1 O/MQZtRKjucRJBJ2ADJfqCM7RSN1+o0Cta6SZthAdMYAwqTbv5oltyZ6B/ibcg RbJAtZv/bPdCHgegkEtmTMtzI+wkTKPgEtJcOzYQMT5iA2hZqlgAppPMjk/psV V6tB9qWwrpTP05kbDAmEng286A4dAse1PxP68VY/+ykwgVxQiKzxf1Y0kxpNMk aE9o4CgnljCuhb2V8iHTjKPNK2dD8JZf/kvqpyXvrOTdnRfL14s4suSQHJET4p ELUia3pEpqhJMJeSIv5NV5dJ6dN+d93ppxFjMF8gvOxzdCPZSJ</latexit>
✓ = ✓div + ✓even
<latexit sha1_base64="OJNsMc0byn 3eogFFIw96A5QgUj8=">AAACG3icbZBNSwMxEIaz9avWr6pHL8EiCELZrYJehK IXjxVsK7SlZNNpG5rNLslssSz7P7z4V7x4UMST4MF/Y9ruwa8XAg/vzDCZ14+k MOi6n05uYXFpeSW/Wlhb39jcKm7vNEwYaw51HspQ3/rMgBQK6ihQwm2kgQW+hK Y/upzWm2PQRoTqBicRdAI2UKIvOENrdYuVNg4BGT2nc+gmbYQ7THpinKb06KcJ Y1Bp2i2W3LI7E/0LXgYlkqnWLb63eyGPA1DIJTOm5bkRdhKmUXAJaaEdG4gYH7 EBtCwqFoDpJLPbUnpgnR7th9o+hXTmfp9IWGDMJPBtZ8BwaH7XpuZ/tVaM/bNO IlQUIyg+X9SPJcWQToOiPaGBo5xYYFwL+1fKh0wzjjbOgg3B+33yX2hUyt5x2b s+KVUvsjjyZI/sk0PikVNSJVekRuqEk3vySJ7Ji/PgPDmvztu8NedkM7vkh5yP L9QTopE=</latexit>
✓ = ✓div   ✓even




<latexit sha1_base64="KQQAFI7VbB JTH59o8cSIk+qEY3c=">AAACCHicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4zbqEcPNgbBU5hRQS9CVA SPEcwCSQw9nUrSpGehu0YMwxy9+CtePCji1U/w5t/YWQ6a+KDg8V4VVfW8SAqN jvNtZebmFxaXssu5ldW19Q17c6uiw1hxKPNQhqrmMQ1SBFBGgRJqkQLmexKqXv 9y6FfvQWkRBrc4iKDps24gOoIzNFLL3r1qJQ2EB0yiOEpTekbPKdwlgjawB8jS lp13Cs4IdJa4E5InE5Ra9lejHfLYhwC5ZFrXXSfCZsIUCi4hzTViDRHjfdaFuq EB80E3k9EjKd03Spt2QmUqQDpSf08kzNd64Hum02fY09PeUPzPq8fYOW0mIohi hICPF3ViSTGkw1RoWyjgKAeGMK6EuZXyHlOMo8kuZ0Jwp1+eJZXDgntUcG+O88 WLSRxZskP2yAFxyQkpkmtSImXCySN5Jq/kzXqyXqx362PcmrEmM9vkD6zPH06q mYI=</latexit>
Efoc = C{Epup} = a+ bi
<latexit sha1_base64="6bvRyD5E1O56OH0Y6sKMRGKw+58=">AAACJHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAiCUBIVFEQoFsFlBfuAppTJdNIOnTyYuRFLyMe48Vfcu PCBCzd+i5M2iLYeGDiccy93znEjwRVY1qcxN7+wuLRcWCmurq1vbJpb2w0VxpKyOg1FKFsuUUzwgNWBg2CtSDLiu4I13WE185t3TCoeBrcwiljHJ/2Ae5wS0FLXPL/qJg6we0i8kKYpvsCOT2BAiUiqqZPgHzuKI2072QTBh9jFHHfNklW2xsCzxM5JCeWodc03pxfS2GcBUEGUattWBJ2ESOBUsLToxIpFhA5Jn7U1DYjPVCcZh0zxv lZ62AulfgHgsfp7IyG+UiPf1ZNZAjXtZeJ/XjsG76yT8CCKgQV0csiLBYYQZ43hHpeMghhpQqjk+q+YDogkFHSvRV2CPR15ljSOyvZx2b45KVUu8zoKaBftoQNko1NUQdeohuqIogf0hF7Qq/FoPBvvxsdkdM7Id3bQHxhf37uLpCU=</latexit>
|a|2 + |b|2 = I
<latexit sha1_base64="uJGjoIJonuLShauFVUeH8uIA9cQ=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1aWbwSIIQkmqoBuh6EZ3FewD2lgm00k7dPJgZqKUpJ/ixoUib v0Sd/6NkzYLbT1wuYdz7mXuHDfiTCrL+jaWlldW19YLG8XNre2dXbO015RhLAhtkJCHou1iSTkLaEMxxWk7EhT7Lqctd3Sd+a1HKiQLg3s1jqjj40HAPEaw0lLPLKU4faiiE5S6Wb9Etz2zbFWsKdAisXNShhz1nvnV7Yck9mmgCMdSdmwrUk6ChWKE00mxG0saYTLCA9rRNMA+lU4yPX2CjrTSR14odAUKTdXfGwn2pRz7rp70sRrKe S8T//M6sfIunIQFUaxoQGYPeTFHKkRZDqjPBCWKjzXBRDB9KyJDLDBROq2iDsGe//IiaVYr9mnFvjsr167yOApwAIdwDDacQw1uoA4NIPAEz/AKb0ZqvBjvxsdsdMnId/bhD4zPH7+vklw=</latexit>
Epup = A cos(✓) + iA sin(✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="58xoT8lSdKwNbqSn+Swmwe4lE9A=">AAACG3icbZD LSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GSyCIpREBd0IXhBcVrBWaEqZTE/t0MkkzJyIJfQ93Pgqblwo4kpw4ds4aSt4+2Hg5zvncOb8YSKFQc/7cMbGJyanpgszxdm5+YVFd2n50sS p5lDlsYz1VcgMSKGgigIlXCUaWBRKqIXdk7xeuwFtRKwusJdAI2LXSrQFZ2hR090+bWYBwi1mSZr0+/SAHtGAx2YjwA4g26RbVOTICPWFmm7JK3sD0b/GH5kSGan SdN+CVszTCBRyyYyp+16CjYxpFFxCvxikBhLGu+wa6tYqFoFpZIPb+nTdkhZtx9o+hXRAv09kLDKmF4W2M2LYMb9rOfyvVk+xvd/IhEpSBMWHi9qppBjTPCjaEho 4yp41jGth/0p5h2nG0cZZtCH4v0/+ay63y/5O2T/fLR0ej+IokFWyRjaIT/bIITkjFVIlnNyRB/JEnp1759F5cV6HrWPOaGaF/JDz/glPnp+s</latexit>
Fig. A.1. Focal- and pupil-plane quantities for a static diversity phase (defocus) with an even phase aberration (astigmatism) that has an alternating
sign between the rows. The columns in the pupil-plane box show (from left to right) the amplitude, phase, and real and imaginary electric fields.
In the focal-plane box, the columns show the real and imaginary electric fields, the power in the real and imaginary electric fields, and the total
power.
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<latexit sha1_base64="KQQAFI7Vb BJTH59o8cSIk+qEY3c=">AAACCHicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4zbqEcPNgbBU5hRQS9CV ASPEcwCSQw9nUrSpGehu0YMwxy9+CtePCji1U/w5t/YWQ6a+KDg8V4VVfW8SAq NjvNtZebmFxaXssu5ldW19Q17c6uiw1hxKPNQhqrmMQ1SBFBGgRJqkQLmexKqX v9y6FfvQWkRBrc4iKDps24gOoIzNFLL3r1qJQ2EB0yiOEpTekbPKdwlgjawB8j Slp13Cs4IdJa4E5InE5Ra9lejHfLYhwC5ZFrXXSfCZsIUCi4hzTViDRHjfdaFu qEB80E3k9EjKd03Spt2QmUqQDpSf08kzNd64Hum02fY09PeUPzPq8fYOW0mIoh ihICPF3ViSTGkw1RoWyjgKAeGMK6EuZXyHlOMo8kuZ0Jwp1+eJZXDgntUcG+O8 8WLSRxZskP2yAFxyQkpkmtSImXCySN5Jq/kzXqyXqx362PcmrEmM9vkD6zPH0 6qmYI=</latexit>
Efoc = C{Epup} = a+ bi
<latexit sha1_base64="6bvRyD5E1O56OH0Y6sKMRGKw+58=">AAACJHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAiCUBIVFEQoFsFlBfuAppTJdNIOnTyYuRFLyMe48Vfc uPCBCzd+i5M2iLYeGDiccy93znEjwRVY1qcxN7+wuLRcWCmurq1vbJpb2w0VxpKyOg1FKFsuUUzwgNWBg2CtSDLiu4I13WE185t3TCoeBrcwiljHJ/2Ae5wS0FLXPL/qJg6we0i8kKYpvsCOT2BAiUiqqZPgHzuKI2072QTBh9jFHHfNklW2xsCzxM5JCeWodc03pxfS2GcBUEGUattWBJ2ESOBUsLToxIpFhA5Jn7U1DYjPVCcZh0zx vlZ62AulfgHgsfp7IyG+UiPf1ZNZAjXtZeJ/XjsG76yT8CCKgQV0csiLBYYQZ43hHpeMghhpQqjk+q+YDogkFHSvRV2CPR15ljSOyvZx2b45KVUu8zoKaBftoQNko1NUQdeohuqIogf0hF7Qq/FoPBvvxsdkdM7Id3bQHxhf37uLpCU=</latexit>
|a|2 + |b|2 = I
<latexit sha1_base64="uJGjoIJonuLShauFVUeH8uIA9cQ=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1aWbwSIIQkmqoBuh6EZ3FewD2lgm00k7dPJgZqKUpJ/ixoUi bv0Sd/6NkzYLbT1wuYdz7mXuHDfiTCrL+jaWlldW19YLG8XNre2dXbO015RhLAhtkJCHou1iSTkLaEMxxWk7EhT7Lqctd3Sd+a1HKiQLg3s1jqjj40HAPEaw0lLPLKU4faiiE5S6Wb9Etz2zbFWsKdAisXNShhz1nvnV7Yck9mmgCMdSdmwrUk6ChWKE00mxG0saYTLCA9rRNMA+lU4yPX2CjrTSR14odAUKTdXfGwn2pRz7rp70sRrK eS8T//M6sfIunIQFUaxoQGYPeTFHKkRZDqjPBCWKjzXBRDB9KyJDLDBROq2iDsGe//IiaVYr9mnFvjsr167yOApwAIdwDDacQw1uoA4NIPAEz/AKb0ZqvBjvxsdsdMnId/bhD4zPH7+vklw=</latexit>
Epup = A cos(✓) + iA sin(✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="58xoT8lSdKwNbqSn+Swmwe4lE9A=">AAACG3icbZ DLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GSyCIpREBd0IXhBcVrBWaEqZTE/t0MkkzJyIJfQ93Pgqblwo4kpw4ds4aSt4+2Hg5zvncOb8YSKFQc/7cMbGJyanpgszxdm5+YVFd2n50s Sp5lDlsYz1VcgMSKGgigIlXCUaWBRKqIXdk7xeuwFtRKwusJdAI2LXSrQFZ2hR090+bWYBwi1mSZr0+/SAHtGAx2YjwA4g26RbVOTICPWFmm7JK3sD0b/GH5kSGa nSdN+CVszTCBRyyYyp+16CjYxpFFxCvxikBhLGu+wa6tYqFoFpZIPb+nTdkhZtx9o+hXRAv09kLDKmF4W2M2LYMb9rOfyvVk+xvd/IhEpSBMWHi9qppBjTPCjaEh o4yp41jGth/0p5h2nG0cZZtCH4v0/+ay63y/5O2T/fLR0ej+IokFWyRjaIT/bIITkjFVIlnNyRB/JEnp1759F5cV6HrWPOaGaF/JDz/glPnp+s</latexit>
A cos(✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="NDd1HJ5TicKpYEF/zqv8N/PA4Vs=">AAAB9XicbV BNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBHqpeyqoMeqF48V7Ad015JNs21oNlmSWaUs/R9ePCji1f/izX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhuwHW/naXlldW19cJGcXNre2e3tLffNCrVlD WoEkq3Q2KY4JI1gINg7UQzEoeCtcLhzcRvPTJtuJL3MEpYEJO+5BGnBKz0cIV9qkzFhwEDctItld2qOwVeJF5OyihHvVv68nuKpjGTQAUxpuO5CQQZ0cCpYOOinx qWEDokfdaxVJKYmSCbXj3Gx1bp4UhpWxLwVP09kZHYmFEc2s6YwMDMexPxP6+TQnQZZFwmKTBJZ4uiVGBQeBIB7nHNKIiRJYRqbm/FdEA0oWCDKtoQvPmXF0nztO qdVb2783LtOo+jgA7REaogD12gGrpFddRAFGn0jF7Rm/PkvDjvzsesdcnJZw7QHzifP2pakc4=</latexit>
A sin(✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="qH4kKDIVqeogpTk5UcgFJLskGy0=">AAAB9XicbV DLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBDiJeyqoMeoF48RzAOyMcxOOsmQ2dllplcJS/7DiwdFvPov3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsriKUw6LrfztLyyuraem4jv7m1vbNb2NuvmyjRHG o8kpFuBsyAFApqKFBCM9bAwkBCIxjeTPzGI2gjInWPoxjaIesr0ROcoZUerqhvhCr5OABkJ51C0S27U9BF4mWkSDJUO4UvvxvxJASFXDJjWp4bYztlGgWXMM77iY GY8SHrQ8tSxUIw7XR69ZgeW6VLe5G2pZBO1d8TKQuNGYWB7QwZDsy8NxH/81oJ9i7bqVBxgqD4bFEvkRQjOomAdoUGjnJkCeNa2FspHzDNONqg8jYEb/7lRVI/LX tnZe/uvFi5zuLIkUNyRErEIxekQm5JldQIJ5o8k1fy5jw5L8678zFrXXKymQPyB87nD3IwkdM=</latexit>
a
<latexit sha1_base64="gG6oePGjtzGmTxptftg7C03qavs=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji 1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUoP1yxa26c5BV4uWkAjnq/fJXbxCzNEJpmKBadz03MX5GleFM4LTUSzUmlI3pELuWShqh9rP5oVNyZpUBCWNlSxoyV39PZDTSehIFtjOiZqSXvZn4n9dNTXjjZ1wmqUHJ FovCVBATk9nXZMAVMiMmllCmuL2VsBFVlBmbTcmG4C2/vEpaF1Xvsuo1riq12zyOIpzAKZyDB9dQg3uoQxMYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFoLTj5zDH/gfP4AxFmM6A==</latexit> b
<latexit sha1_base64="XTaOtdCtlykaGRW+t4nO7uCrukc=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji 1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUCPrlilt15yCrxMtJBXLU++Wv3iBmaYTSMEG17npuYvyMKsOZwGmpl2pMKBvTIXYtlTRC7WfzQ6fkzCoDEsbKljRkrv6eyGik9SQKbGdEzUgvezPxP6+bmvDGz7hMUoOS LRaFqSAmJrOvyYArZEZMLKFMcXsrYSOqKDM2m5INwVt+eZW0LqreZdVrXFVqt3kcRTiBUzgHD66hBvdQhyYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBxd2M6Q==</latexit>
|a|2
<latexit sha1_base64="qMsSjDQIipbBy1rklELmAvnduWQ=">AAAB7HicbVBNTwIxEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRHbRRI9ELx4xcYEEVtItXWjodjdt14Qs/AYvHjTG qz/Im//GAntQ8CWTvLw3k5l5QSK4No7zjQpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoqeNUUebRWMSqHRDNBJfMM9wI1k4UI1EgWCsY3c781hNTmsfywYwT5kdkIHnIKTFW8iZk8ljrlStO1ZkDrxI3JxXI0eiVv7r9mKYRk4YKonXHdRLjZ0QZTgWblrqpZgmhIzJgHUsliZj2s/mxU3xmlT4OY2VLGjxXf09kJNJ6HAW2MyJmqJe9mfif10lNeO1n XCapYZIuFoWpwCbGs89xnytGjRhbQqji9lZMh0QRamw+JRuCu/zyKmnWqu5F1b2/rNRv8jiKcAKncA4uXEEd7qABHlDg8Ayv8IYkekHv6GPRWkD5zDH8Afr8Aa6rjpg=</latexit>
|b|2
<latexit sha1_base64="a1ni+bp6LSVN200WAZ7btyqOkSo=">AAAB7HicbVBNTwIxEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRHbRRI9ELx4xcYEEVtItXWjodjdt14Qs/AYvHjTG qz/Im//GAntQ8CWTvLw3k5l5QSK4No7zjQpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoqeNUUebRWMSqHRDNBJfMM9wI1k4UI1EgWCsY3c781hNTmsfywYwT5kdkIHnIKTFW8ibB5LHWK1ecqjMHXiVuTiqQo9Erf3X7MU0jJg0VROuO6yTGz4gynAo2LXVTzRJCR2TAOpZKEjHtZ/Njp/jMKn0cxsqWNHiu/p7ISKT1OApsZ0TMUC97M/E/r5Oa8NrP uExSwyRdLApTgU2MZ5/jPleMGjG2hFDF7a2YDoki1Nh8SjYEd/nlVdKsVd2Lqnt/Wanf5HEU4QRO4RxcuII63EEDPKDA4Rle4Q1J9ILe0ceitYDymWP4A/T5A7Ayjpk=</latexit>
I<latexit sha1_base64="r3x9Eeu3NuC/NPGWHOVNrDcMHu8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokKeix60VsL9gPaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHhTx 6k/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDY1HGqGDZYLGLVDqhGwSU2DDcC24lCGgUCW8Hoduq3nlBpHssHM07Qj+hA8pAzaqxUv++Vym7FnYEsEy8nZchR65W+uv2YpRFKwwTVuuO5ifEzqgxnAifFbqoxoWxEB9ixVNIItZ/NDp2QU6v0SRgrW9KQmfp7IqOR1uMosJ0RNUO96E3F/7xOasJrP+MySQ1K Nl8UpoKYmEy/Jn2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYbIo2BG/x5WXSPK94FxWvflmu3uRxFOAYTuAMPLiCKtxBDRrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9664uQzR/AHzucPn/mM0A==</latexit>A = Aeven
<latexit sha1_base64="DTkE+GYQf tpJOpeHJr4Ituw6xjc=">AAAB/HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhf0Ry9DAbBU9hVQS9Co hePEcwDkhBmJ51kyOzsMtMbDMv6K148KOLVD/Hm3zh5HDRa0FBUddPd5UdSGHT dLyezsrq2vpHdzG1t7+zu5fcP6iaMNYcaD2Womz4zIIWCGgqU0Iw0sMCX0PBHN 1O/MQZtRKjucRJBJ2ADJfqCM7RSN1+o0Cta6SZthAdMYAwqTbv5oltyZ6B/ibc gRbJAtZv/bPdCHgegkEtmTMtzI+wkTKPgEtJcOzYQMT5iA2hZqlgAppPMjk/ps VV6tB9qWwrpTP05kbDAmEng286A4dAse1PxP68VY/+ykwgVxQiKzxf1Y0kxpNM kaE9o4CgnljCuhb2V8iHTjKPNK2dD8JZf/kvqpyXvrOTdnRfL14s4suSQHJET4 pELUia3pEpqhJMJeSIv5NV5dJ6dN+d93ppxFjMF8gvOxzdCPZSJ</latexit>
A = Aeven
<latexit sha1_base64="DTkE+GYQf tpJOpeHJr4Ituw6xjc=">AAAB/HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhf0Ry9DAbBU9hVQS9Co hePEcwDkhBmJ51kyOzsMtMbDMv6K148KOLVD/Hm3zh5HDRa0FBUddPd5UdSGHT dLyezsrq2vpHdzG1t7+zu5fcP6iaMNYcaD2Womz4zIIWCGgqU0Iw0sMCX0PBHN 1O/MQZtRKjucRJBJ2ADJfqCM7RSN1+o0Cta6SZthAdMYAwqTbv5oltyZ6B/ibc gRbJAtZv/bPdCHgegkEtmTMtzI+wkTKPgEtJcOzYQMT5iA2hZqlgAppPMjk/ps VV6tB9qWwrpTP05kbDAmEng286A4dAse1PxP68VY/+ykwgVxQiKzxf1Y0kxpNM kaE9o4CgnljCuhb2V8iHTjKPNK2dD8JZf/kvqpyXvrOTdnRfL14s4suSQHJET4 pELUia3pEpqhJMJeSIv5NV5dJ6dN+d93ppxFjMF8gvOxzdCPZSJ</latexit>
✓ = +✓odd
<latexit sha1_base64="YcPSx+Qnl pS2ejIK1E5xnr7dKr8=">AAACB3icbZDJSgNBEIZ74hbjFvUoSGMQBCHMqKAXI ejFYwSzQGYIPT2VpEnPQneNGIbcvPgqXjwo4tVX8Obb2FkOmvhDw8dfVVTX7yd SaLTtbyu3sLi0vJJfLaytb2xuFbd36jpOFYcaj2Wsmj7TIEUENRQooZkoYKEvo eH3r0f1xj0oLeLoDgcJeCHrRqIjOENjtYv7LvYAGb2kx3SC7cxFeMAsDoLhsF0 s2WV7LDoPzhRKZKpqu/jlBjFPQ4iQS6Z1y7ET9DKmUHAJw4KbakgY77MutAxGL ATtZeM7hvTQOAHtxMq8COnY/T2RsVDrQeibzpBhT8/WRuZ/tVaKnQsvE1GSIkR 8sqiTSooxHYVCA6GAoxwYYFwJ81fKe0wxjia6ggnBmT15HuonZee07NyelSpX0 zjyZI8ckCPikHNSITekSmqEk0fyTF7Jm/VkvVjv1sekNWdNZ3bJH1mfP58umS 0=</latexit>
✓ =  ✓odd
<latexit sha1_base64="Gh7ZFcMdP GeykX/RPzJGie4ydJM=">AAACB3icbZDJSgNBEIZ74hbjFvUoSGMQvBhmVNCLE PTiMYJZIDOEnp5K0qRnobtGDENuXnwVLx4U8eorePNt7CwHTfyh4eOvKqrr9xM pNNr2t5VbWFxaXsmvFtbWNza3its7dR2nikONxzJWTZ9pkCKCGgqU0EwUsNCX0 PD716N64x6UFnF0h4MEvJB1I9ERnKGx2sV9F3uAjF7SYzrBduYiPGAWB8Fw2C6 W7LI9Fp0HZwolMlW1Xfxyg5inIUTIJdO65dgJehlTKLiEYcFNNSSM91kXWgYjF oL2svEdQ3ponIB2YmVehHTs/p7IWKj1IPRNZ8iwp2drI/O/WivFzoWXiShJESI +WdRJJcWYjkKhgVDAUQ4MMK6E+SvlPaYYRxNdwYTgzJ48D/WTsnNadm7PSpWra Rx5skcOyBFxyDmpkBtSJTXCySN5Jq/kzXqyXqx362PSmrOmM7vkj6zPH6JemS 8=</latexit>
A)
A cos(✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="NDd1HJ5TicKpYEF/zqv8N/PA4Vs=">AAAB9XicbV BNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBHqpeyqoMeqF48V7Ad015JNs21oNlmSWaUs/R9ePCji1f/izX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhuwHW/naXlldW19cJGcXNre2e3tLffNCrVlD WoEkq3Q2KY4JI1gINg7UQzEoeCtcLhzcRvPTJtuJL3MEpYEJO+5BGnBKz0cIV9qkzFhwEDctItld2qOwVeJF5OyihHvVv68nuKpjGTQAUxpuO5CQQZ0cCpYOOinx qWEDokfdaxVJKYmSCbXj3Gx1bp4UhpWxLwVP09kZHYmFEc2s6YwMDMexPxP6+TQnQZZFwmKTBJZ4uiVGBQeBIB7nHNKIiRJYRqbm/FdEA0oWCDKtoQvPmXF0nztO qdVb2783LtOo+jgA7REaogD12gGrpFddRAFGn0jF7Rm/PkvDjvzsesdcnJZw7QHzifP2pakc4=</latexit>
A sin(✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="qH4kKDIVqeogpTk5UcgFJLskGy0=">AAAB9XicbV DLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBDiJeyqoMeoF48RzAOyMcxOOsmQ2dllplcJS/7DiwdFvPov3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsriKUw6LrfztLyyuraem4jv7m1vbNb2NuvmyjRHG o8kpFuBsyAFApqKFBCM9bAwkBCIxjeTPzGI2gjInWPoxjaIesr0ROcoZUerqhvhCr5OABkJ51C0S27U9BF4mWkSDJUO4UvvxvxJASFXDJjWp4bYztlGgWXMM77iY GY8SHrQ8tSxUIw7XR69ZgeW6VLe5G2pZBO1d8TKQuNGYWB7QwZDsy8NxH/81oJ9i7bqVBxgqD4bFEvkRQjOomAdoUGjnJkCeNa2FspHzDNONqg8jYEb/7lRVI/LX tnZe/uvFi5zuLIkUNyRErEIxekQm5JldQIJ5o8k1fy5jw5L8678zFrXXKymQPyB87nD3IwkdM=</latexit>
a
<latexit sha1_base64="gG6oePGjtzGmTxptftg7C03qavs=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji 1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUoP1yxa26c5BV4uWkAjnq/fJXbxCzNEJpmKBadz03MX5GleFM4LTUSzUmlI3pELuWShqh9rP5oVNyZpUBCWNlSxoyV39PZDTSehIFtjOiZqSXvZn4n9dNTXjjZ1wmqUHJ FovCVBATk9nXZMAVMiMmllCmuL2VsBFVlBmbTcmG4C2/vEpaF1Xvsuo1riq12zyOIpzAKZyDB9dQg3uoQxMYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFoLTj5zDH/gfP4AxFmM6A==</latexit> b
<latexit sha1_base64="XTaOtdCtlykaGRW+t4nO7uCrukc=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji 1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUCPrlilt15yCrxMtJBXLU++Wv3iBmaYTSMEG17npuYvyMKsOZwGmpl2pMKBvTIXYtlTRC7WfzQ6fkzCoDEsbKljRkrv6eyGik9SQKbGdEzUgvezPxP6+bmvDGz7hMUoOS LRaFqSAmJrOvyYArZEZMLKFMcXsrYSOqKDM2m5INwVt+eZW0LqreZdVrXFVqt3kcRTiBUzgHD66hBvdQhyYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBxd2M6Q==</latexit>
|a|2
<latexit sha1_base64="qMsSjDQIipbBy1rklELmAvnduWQ=">AAAB7HicbVBNTwIxEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRHbRRI9ELx4xcYEEVtItXWjodjdt14Qs/AYvHjTG qz/Im//GAntQ8CWTvLw3k5l5QSK4No7zjQpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoqeNUUebRWMSqHRDNBJfMM9wI1k4UI1EgWCsY3c781hNTmsfywYwT5kdkIHnIKTFW8iZk8ljrlStO1ZkDrxI3JxXI0eiVv7r9mKYRk4YKonXHdRLjZ0QZTgWblrqpZgmhIzJgHUsliZj2s/mxU3xmlT4OY2VLGjxXf09kJNJ6HAW2MyJmqJe9mfif10lNeO1n XCapYZIuFoWpwCbGs89xnytGjRhbQqji9lZMh0QRamw+JRuCu/zyKmnWqu5F1b2/rNRv8jiKcAKncA4uXEEd7qABHlDg8Ayv8IYkekHv6GPRWkD5zDH8Afr8Aa6rjpg=</latexit>
|b|2
<latexit sha1_base64="a1ni+bp6LSVN200WAZ7btyqOkSo=">AAAB7HicbVBNTwIxEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRHbRRI9ELx4xcYEEVtItXWjodjdt14Qs/AYvHjTG qz/Im//GAntQ8CWTvLw3k5l5QSK4No7zjQpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoqeNUUebRWMSqHRDNBJfMM9wI1k4UI1EgWCsY3c781hNTmsfywYwT5kdkIHnIKTFW8ibB5LHWK1ecqjMHXiVuTiqQo9Erf3X7MU0jJg0VROuO6yTGz4gynAo2LXVTzRJCR2TAOpZKEjHtZ/Njp/jMKn0cxsqWNHiu/p7ISKT1OApsZ0TMUC97M/E/r5Oa8NrP uExSwyRdLApTgU2MZ5/jPleMGjG2hFDF7a2YDoki1Nh8SjYEd/nlVdKsVd2Lqnt/Wanf5HEU4QRO4RxcuII63EEDPKDA4Rle4Q1J9ILe0ceitYDymWP4A/T5A7Ayjpk=</latexit>
I<latexit sha1_base64="r3x9Eeu3NuC/NPGWHOVNrDcMHu8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokKeix60VsL9gPaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHhTx 6k/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDY1HGqGDZYLGLVDqhGwSU2DDcC24lCGgUCW8Hoduq3nlBpHssHM07Qj+hA8pAzaqxUv++Vym7FnYEsEy8nZchR65W+uv2YpRFKwwTVuuO5ifEzqgxnAifFbqoxoWxEB9ixVNIItZ/NDp2QU6v0SRgrW9KQmfp7IqOR1uMosJ0RNUO96E3F/7xOasJrP+MySQ1K Nl8UpoKYmEy/Jn2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYbIo2BG/x5WXSPK94FxWvflmu3uRxFOAYTuAMPLiCKtxBDRrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9664uQzR/AHzucPn/mM0A==</latexit>A = Aeven
<latexit sha1_base64="DTkE+GYQf tpJOpeHJr4Ituw6xjc=">AAAB/HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhf0Ry9DAbBU9hVQS9Co hePEcwDkhBmJ51kyOzsMtMbDMv6K148KOLVD/Hm3zh5HDRa0FBUddPd5UdSGHT dLyezsrq2vpHdzG1t7+zu5fcP6iaMNYcaD2Womz4zIIWCGgqU0Iw0sMCX0PBHN 1O/MQZtRKjucRJBJ2ADJfqCM7RSN1+o0Cta6SZthAdMYAwqTbv5oltyZ6B/ibc gRbJAtZv/bPdCHgegkEtmTMtzI+wkTKPgEtJcOzYQMT5iA2hZqlgAppPMjk/ps VV6tB9qWwrpTP05kbDAmEng286A4dAse1PxP68VY/+ykwgVxQiKzxf1Y0kxpNM kaE9o4CgnljCuhb2V8iHTjKPNK2dD8JZf/kvqpyXvrOTdnRfL14s4suSQHJET4 pELUia3pEpqhJMJeSIv5NV5dJ6dN+d93ppxFjMF8gvOxzdCPZSJ</latexit>
A = Aeven
<latexit sha1_base64="DTkE+GYQf tpJOpeHJr4Ituw6xjc=">AAAB/HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhf0Ry9DAbBU9hVQS9Co hePEcwDkhBmJ51kyOzsMtMbDMv6K148KOLVD/Hm3zh5HDRa0FBUddPd5UdSGHT dLyezsrq2vpHdzG1t7+zu5fcP6iaMNYcaD2Womz4zIIWCGgqU0Iw0sMCX0PBHN 1O/MQZtRKjucRJBJ2ADJfqCM7RSN1+o0Cta6SZthAdMYAwqTbv5oltyZ6B/ibc gRbJAtZv/bPdCHgegkEtmTMtzI+wkTKPgEtJcOzYQMT5iA2hZqlgAppPMjk/ps VV6tB9qWwrpTP05kbDAmEng286A4dAse1PxP68VY/+ykwgVxQiKzxf1Y0kxpNM kaE9o4CgnljCuhb2V8iHTjKPNK2dD8JZf/kvqpyXvrOTdnRfL14s4suSQHJET4 pELUia3pEpqhJMJeSIv5NV5dJ6dN+d93ppxFjMF8gvOxzdCPZSJ</latexit>
✓ =  ✓even
<latexit sha1_base64="2tQy+c/kO g+kiqsNT3KJnD0WBVk=">AAACCHicbZA9SwNBEIb3/IzxK2pp4WIQbAx3KmgjB G0sI5gPSELY20ySJXt7x+5cMBwpbfwrNhaK2PoT7Pw3bpIrNPGFhYd3Zpid14+ kMOi6387C4tLyympmLbu+sbm1ndvZrZgw1hzKPJShrvnMgBQKyihQQi3SwAJfQ tXv34zr1QFoI0J1j8MImgHrKtERnKG1WrmDBvYAGb2iJ3SKraSB8IAJDECNRq1 c3i24E9F58FLIk1SlVu6r0Q55HIBCLpkxdc+NsJkwjYJLGGUbsYGI8T7rQt2iY gGYZjI5ZESPrNOmnVDbp5BO3N8TCQuMGQa+7QwY9sxsbWz+V6vH2LlsJkJFMYL i00WdWFIM6TgV2hYaOMqhBca1sH+lvMc042izy9oQvNmT56FyWvDOCt7deb54n caRIfvkkBwTj1yQIrklJVImnDySZ/JK3pwn58V5dz6mrQtOOrNH/sj5/AGHVp mw</latexit>
✓ = +✓even




<latexit sha1_base64="KQQAFI7Vb BJTH59o8cSIk+qEY3c=">AAACCHicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4zbqEcPNgbBU5hRQS9CV ASPEcwCSQw9nUrSpGehu0YMwxy9+CtePCji1U/w5t/YWQ6a+KDg8V4VVfW8SAq NjvNtZebmFxaXssu5ldW19Q17c6uiw1hxKPNQhqrmMQ1SBFBGgRJqkQLmexKqX v9y6FfvQWkRBrc4iKDps24gOoIzNFLL3r1qJQ2EB0yiOEpTekbPKdwlgjawB8j Slp13Cs4IdJa4E5InE5Ra9lejHfLYhwC5ZFrXXSfCZsIUCi4hzTViDRHjfdaFu qEB80E3k9EjKd03Spt2QmUqQDpSf08kzNd64Hum02fY09PeUPzPq8fYOW0mIoh ihICPF3ViSTGkw1RoWyjgKAeGMK6EuZXyHlOMo8kuZ0Jwp1+eJZXDgntUcG+O8 8WLSRxZskP2yAFxyQkpkmtSImXCySN5Jq/kzXqyXqx362PcmrEmM9vkD6zPH0 6qmYI=</latexit>
Efoc = C{Epup} = a+ bi
<latexit sha1_base64="6bvRyD5E1O56OH0Y6sKMRGKw+58=">AAACJHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAiCUBIVFEQoFsFlBfuAppTJdNIOnTyYuRFLyMe48Vfc uPCBCzd+i5M2iLYeGDiccy93znEjwRVY1qcxN7+wuLRcWCmurq1vbJpb2w0VxpKyOg1FKFsuUUzwgNWBg2CtSDLiu4I13WE185t3TCoeBrcwiljHJ/2Ae5wS0FLXPL/qJg6we0i8kKYpvsCOT2BAiUiqqZPgHzuKI2072QTBh9jFHHfNklW2xsCzxM5JCeWodc03pxfS2GcBUEGUattWBJ2ESOBUsLToxIpFhA5Jn7U1DYjPVCcZh0zx vlZ62AulfgHgsfp7IyG+UiPf1ZNZAjXtZeJ/XjsG76yT8CCKgQV0csiLBYYQZ43hHpeMghhpQqjk+q+YDogkFHSvRV2CPR15ljSOyvZx2b45KVUu8zoKaBftoQNko1NUQdeohuqIogf0hF7Qq/FoPBvvxsdkdM7Id3bQHxhf37uLpCU=</latexit>
|a|2 + |b|2 = I
<latexit sha1_base64="uJGjoIJonuLShauFVUeH8uIA9cQ=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1aWbwSIIQkmqoBuh6EZ3FewD2lgm00k7dPJgZqKUpJ/ixoUi bv0Sd/6NkzYLbT1wuYdz7mXuHDfiTCrL+jaWlldW19YLG8XNre2dXbO015RhLAhtkJCHou1iSTkLaEMxxWk7EhT7Lqctd3Sd+a1HKiQLg3s1jqjj40HAPEaw0lLPLKU4faiiE5S6Wb9Etz2zbFWsKdAisXNShhz1nvnV7Yck9mmgCMdSdmwrUk6ChWKE00mxG0saYTLCA9rRNMA+lU4yPX2CjrTSR14odAUKTdXfGwn2pRz7rp70sRrK eS8T//M6sfIunIQFUaxoQGYPeTFHKkRZDqjPBCWKjzXBRDB9KyJDLDBROq2iDsGe//IiaVYr9mnFvjsr167yOApwAIdwDDacQw1uoA4NIPAEz/AKb0ZqvBjvxsdsdMnId/bhD4zPH7+vklw=</latexit>
Epup = A cos(✓) + iA sin(✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="58xoT8lSdKwNbqSn+Swmwe4lE9A=">AAACG3icbZ DLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GSyCIpREBd0IXhBcVrBWaEqZTE/t0MkkzJyIJfQ93Pgqblwo4kpw4ds4aSt4+2Hg5zvncOb8YSKFQc/7cMbGJyanpgszxdm5+YVFd2n50s Sp5lDlsYz1VcgMSKGgigIlXCUaWBRKqIXdk7xeuwFtRKwusJdAI2LXSrQFZ2hR090+bWYBwi1mSZr0+/SAHtGAx2YjwA4g26RbVOTICPWFmm7JK3sD0b/GH5kSGa nSdN+CVszTCBRyyYyp+16CjYxpFFxCvxikBhLGu+wa6tYqFoFpZIPb+nTdkhZtx9o+hXRAv09kLDKmF4W2M2LYMb9rOfyvVk+xvd/IhEpSBMWHi9qppBjTPCjaEh o4yp41jGth/0p5h2nG0cZZtCH4v0/+ay63y/5O2T/fLR0ej+IokFWyRjaIT/bIITkjFVIlnNyRB/JEnp1759F5cV6HrWPOaGaF/JDz/glPnp+s</latexit>
B)
A cos(✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="NDd1HJ5TicKpYEF/zqv8N/PA4Vs=">AAAB9XicbV BNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBHqpeyqoMeqF48V7Ad015JNs21oNlmSWaUs/R9ePCji1f/izX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhuwHW/naXlldW19cJGcXNre2e3tLffNCrVlD WoEkq3Q2KY4JI1gINg7UQzEoeCtcLhzcRvPTJtuJL3MEpYEJO+5BGnBKz0cIV9qkzFhwEDctItld2qOwVeJF5OyihHvVv68nuKpjGTQAUxpuO5CQQZ0cCpYOOinx qWEDokfdaxVJKYmSCbXj3Gx1bp4UhpWxLwVP09kZHYmFEc2s6YwMDMexPxP6+TQnQZZFwmKTBJZ4uiVGBQeBIB7nHNKIiRJYRqbm/FdEA0oWCDKtoQvPmXF0nztO qdVb2783LtOo+jgA7REaogD12gGrpFddRAFGn0jF7Rm/PkvDjvzsesdcnJZw7QHzifP2pakc4=</latexit>
A sin(✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="qH4kKDIVqeogpTk5UcgFJLskGy0=">AAAB9XicbV DLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBDiJeyqoMeoF48RzAOyMcxOOsmQ2dllplcJS/7DiwdFvPov3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsriKUw6LrfztLyyuraem4jv7m1vbNb2NuvmyjRHG o8kpFuBsyAFApqKFBCM9bAwkBCIxjeTPzGI2gjInWPoxjaIesr0ROcoZUerqhvhCr5OABkJ51C0S27U9BF4mWkSDJUO4UvvxvxJASFXDJjWp4bYztlGgWXMM77iY GY8SHrQ8tSxUIw7XR69ZgeW6VLe5G2pZBO1d8TKQuNGYWB7QwZDsy8NxH/81oJ9i7bqVBxgqD4bFEvkRQjOomAdoUGjnJkCeNa2FspHzDNONqg8jYEb/7lRVI/LX tnZe/uvFi5zuLIkUNyRErEIxekQm5JldQIJ5o8k1fy5jw5L8678zFrXXKymQPyB87nD3IwkdM=</latexit>
a
<latexit sha1_base64="gG6oePGjtzGmTxptftg7C03qavs=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji 1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUoP1yxa26c5BV4uWkAjnq/fJXbxCzNEJpmKBadz03MX5GleFM4LTUSzUmlI3pELuWShqh9rP5oVNyZpUBCWNlSxoyV39PZDTSehIFtjOiZqSXvZn4n9dNTXjjZ1wmqUHJ FovCVBATk9nXZMAVMiMmllCmuL2VsBFVlBmbTcmG4C2/vEpaF1Xvsuo1riq12zyOIpzAKZyDB9dQg3uoQxMYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFoLTj5zDH/gfP4AxFmM6A==</latexit> b
<latexit sha1_base64="XTaOtdCtlykaGRW+t4nO7uCrukc=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji 1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUCPrlilt15yCrxMtJBXLU++Wv3iBmaYTSMEG17npuYvyMKsOZwGmpl2pMKBvTIXYtlTRC7WfzQ6fkzCoDEsbKljRkrv6eyGik9SQKbGdEzUgvezPxP6+bmvDGz7hMUoOS LRaFqSAmJrOvyYArZEZMLKFMcXsrYSOqKDM2m5INwVt+eZW0LqreZdVrXFVqt3kcRTiBUzgHD66hBvdQhyYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBxd2M6Q==</latexit>
|a|2
<latexit sha1_base64="qMsSjDQIipbBy1rklELmAvnduWQ=">AAAB7HicbVBNTwIxEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRHbRRI9ELx4xcYEEVtItXWjodjdt14Qs/AYvHjTG qz/Im//GAntQ8CWTvLw3k5l5QSK4No7zjQpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoqeNUUebRWMSqHRDNBJfMM9wI1k4UI1EgWCsY3c781hNTmsfywYwT5kdkIHnIKTFW8iZk8ljrlStO1ZkDrxI3JxXI0eiVv7r9mKYRk4YKonXHdRLjZ0QZTgWblrqpZgmhIzJgHUsliZj2s/mxU3xmlT4OY2VLGjxXf09kJNJ6HAW2MyJmqJe9mfif10lNeO1n XCapYZIuFoWpwCbGs89xnytGjRhbQqji9lZMh0QRamw+JRuCu/zyKmnWqu5F1b2/rNRv8jiKcAKncA4uXEEd7qABHlDg8Ayv8IYkekHv6GPRWkD5zDH8Afr8Aa6rjpg=</latexit>
|b|2
<latexit sha1_base64="a1ni+bp6LSVN200WAZ7btyqOkSo=">AAAB7HicbVBNTwIxEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRHbRRI9ELx4xcYEEVtItXWjodjdt14Qs/AYvHjTG qz/Im//GAntQ8CWTvLw3k5l5QSK4No7zjQpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoqeNUUebRWMSqHRDNBJfMM9wI1k4UI1EgWCsY3c781hNTmsfywYwT5kdkIHnIKTFW8ibB5LHWK1ecqjMHXiVuTiqQo9Erf3X7MU0jJg0VROuO6yTGz4gynAo2LXVTzRJCR2TAOpZKEjHtZ/Njp/jMKn0cxsqWNHiu/p7ISKT1OApsZ0TMUC97M/E/r5Oa8NrP uExSwyRdLApTgU2MZ5/jPleMGjG2hFDF7a2YDoki1Nh8SjYEd/nlVdKsVd2Lqnt/Wanf5HEU4QRO4RxcuII63EEDPKDA4Rle4Q1J9ILe0ceitYDymWP4A/T5A7Ayjpk=</latexit>
I<latexit sha1_base64="r3x9Eeu3NuC/NPGWHOVNrDcMHu8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokKeix60VsL9gPaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHhTx 6k/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDY1HGqGDZYLGLVDqhGwSU2DDcC24lCGgUCW8Hoduq3nlBpHssHM07Qj+hA8pAzaqxUv++Vym7FnYEsEy8nZchR65W+uv2YpRFKwwTVuuO5ifEzqgxnAifFbqoxoWxEB9ixVNIItZ/NDp2QU6v0SRgrW9KQmfp7IqOR1uMosJ0RNUO96E3F/7xOasJrP+MySQ1K Nl8UpoKYmEy/Jn2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYbIo2BG/x5WXSPK94FxWvflmu3uRxFOAYTuAMPLiCKtxBDRrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9664uQzR/AHzucPn/mM0A==</latexit>✓ = +✓odd
<latexit sha1_base64="YcPSx+Qnl pS2ejIK1E5xnr7dKr8=">AAACB3icbZDJSgNBEIZ74hbjFvUoSGMQBCHMqKAXI ejFYwSzQGYIPT2VpEnPQneNGIbcvPgqXjwo4tVX8Obb2FkOmvhDw8dfVVTX7yd SaLTtbyu3sLi0vJJfLaytb2xuFbd36jpOFYcaj2Wsmj7TIEUENRQooZkoYKEvo eH3r0f1xj0oLeLoDgcJeCHrRqIjOENjtYv7LvYAGb2kx3SC7cxFeMAsDoLhsF0 s2WV7LDoPzhRKZKpqu/jlBjFPQ4iQS6Z1y7ET9DKmUHAJw4KbakgY77MutAxGL ATtZeM7hvTQOAHtxMq8COnY/T2RsVDrQeibzpBhT8/WRuZ/tVaKnQsvE1GSIkR 8sqiTSooxHYVCA6GAoxwYYFwJ81fKe0wxjia6ggnBmT15HuonZee07NyelSpX0 zjyZI8ckCPikHNSITekSmqEk0fyTF7Jm/VkvVjv1sekNWdNZ3bJH1mfP58umS 0=</latexit>
✓ =  ✓odd
<latexit sha1_base64="Gh7ZFcMdP GeykX/RPzJGie4ydJM=">AAACB3icbZDJSgNBEIZ74hbjFvUoSGMQvBhmVNCLE PTiMYJZIDOEnp5K0qRnobtGDENuXnwVLx4U8eorePNt7CwHTfyh4eOvKqrr9xM pNNr2t5VbWFxaXsmvFtbWNza3its7dR2nikONxzJWTZ9pkCKCGgqU0EwUsNCX0 PD716N64x6UFnF0h4MEvJB1I9ERnKGx2sV9F3uAjF7SYzrBduYiPGAWB8Fw2C6 W7LI9Fp0HZwolMlW1Xfxyg5inIUTIJdO65dgJehlTKLiEYcFNNSSM91kXWgYjF oL2svEdQ3ponIB2YmVehHTs/p7IWKj1IPRNZ8iwp2drI/O/WivFzoWXiShJESI +WdRJJcWYjkKhgVDAUQ4MMK6E+SvlPaYYRxNdwYTgzJ48D/WTsnNadm7PSpWra Rx5skcOyBFxyDmpkBtSJTXCySN5Jq/kzXqyXqx362PSmrOmM7vkj6zPH6JemS 8=</latexit>
A
<latexit sha1_base64="oOqKmBV0G OZmzyuHLWA05JzLfro=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokKeqx68 diC/YA2lM120q7dbMLuRiihv8CLB0W8+pO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1 vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6m /qtJ1Sax/LBjBP0IzqQPOSMGivVb3qlsltxZyDLxMtJGXLUeqWvbj9maYTSMEG 17nhuYvyMKsOZwEmxm2pMKBvRAXYslTRC7WezQyfk1Cp9EsbKljRkpv6eyGik9 TgKbGdEzVAvelPxP6+TmvDaz7hMUoOSzReFqSAmJtOvSZ8rZEaMLaFMcXsrYUO qKDM2m6INwVt8eZk0zyveRcWrX5art3kcBTiGEzgDD66gCvdQgwYwQHiGV3hzH p0X5935mLeuOPnMEfyB8/kDk9mMyA==</latexit>
A




<latexit sha1_base64="KQQAFI7Vb BJTH59o8cSIk+qEY3c=">AAACCHicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4zbqEcPNgbBU5hRQS9CV ASPEcwCSQw9nUrSpGehu0YMwxy9+CtePCji1U/w5t/YWQ6a+KDg8V4VVfW8SAq NjvNtZebmFxaXssu5ldW19Q17c6uiw1hxKPNQhqrmMQ1SBFBGgRJqkQLmexKqX v9y6FfvQWkRBrc4iKDps24gOoIzNFLL3r1qJQ2EB0yiOEpTekbPKdwlgjawB8j Slp13Cs4IdJa4E5InE5Ra9lejHfLYhwC5ZFrXXSfCZsIUCi4hzTViDRHjfdaFu qEB80E3k9EjKd03Spt2QmUqQDpSf08kzNd64Hum02fY09PeUPzPq8fYOW0mIoh ihICPF3ViSTGkw1RoWyjgKAeGMK6EuZXyHlOMo8kuZ0Jwp1+eJZXDgntUcG+O8 8WLSRxZskP2yAFxyQkpkmtSImXCySN5Jq/kzXqyXqx362PcmrEmM9vkD6zPH0 6qmYI=</latexit>
Efoc = C{Epup} = a+ bi
<latexit sha1_base64="6bvRyD5E1O56OH0Y6sKMRGKw+58=">AAACJHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAiCUBIVFEQoFsFlBfuAppTJdNIOnTyYuRFLyMe48Vfc uPCBCzd+i5M2iLYeGDiccy93znEjwRVY1qcxN7+wuLRcWCmurq1vbJpb2w0VxpKyOg1FKFsuUUzwgNWBg2CtSDLiu4I13WE185t3TCoeBrcwiljHJ/2Ae5wS0FLXPL/qJg6we0i8kKYpvsCOT2BAiUiqqZPgHzuKI2072QTBh9jFHHfNklW2xsCzxM5JCeWodc03pxfS2GcBUEGUattWBJ2ESOBUsLToxIpFhA5Jn7U1DYjPVCcZh0zx vlZ62AulfgHgsfp7IyG+UiPf1ZNZAjXtZeJ/XjsG76yT8CCKgQV0csiLBYYQZ43hHpeMghhpQqjk+q+YDogkFHSvRV2CPR15ljSOyvZx2b45KVUu8zoKaBftoQNko1NUQdeohuqIogf0hF7Qq/FoPBvvxsdkdM7Id3bQHxhf37uLpCU=</latexit>
|a|2 + |b|2 = I
<latexit sha1_base64="uJGjoIJonuLShauFVUeH8uIA9cQ=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1aWbwSIIQkmqoBuh6EZ3FewD2lgm00k7dPJgZqKUpJ/ixoUi bv0Sd/6NkzYLbT1wuYdz7mXuHDfiTCrL+jaWlldW19YLG8XNre2dXbO015RhLAhtkJCHou1iSTkLaEMxxWk7EhT7Lqctd3Sd+a1HKiQLg3s1jqjj40HAPEaw0lLPLKU4faiiE5S6Wb9Etz2zbFWsKdAisXNShhz1nvnV7Yck9mmgCMdSdmwrUk6ChWKE00mxG0saYTLCA9rRNMA+lU4yPX2CjrTSR14odAUKTdXfGwn2pRz7rp70sRrK eS8T//M6sfIunIQFUaxoQGYPeTFHKkRZDqjPBCWKjzXBRDB9KyJDLDBROq2iDsGe//IiaVYr9mnFvjsr167yOApwAIdwDDacQw1uoA4NIPAEz/AKb0ZqvBjvxsdsdMnId/bhD4zPH7+vklw=</latexit>
Epup = A cos(✓) + iA sin(✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="58xoT8lSdKwNbqSn+Swmwe4lE9A=">AAACG3icbZ DLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GSyCIpREBd0IXhBcVrBWaEqZTE/t0MkkzJyIJfQ93Pgqblwo4kpw4ds4aSt4+2Hg5zvncOb8YSKFQc/7cMbGJyanpgszxdm5+YVFd2n50s Sp5lDlsYz1VcgMSKGgigIlXCUaWBRKqIXdk7xeuwFtRKwusJdAI2LXSrQFZ2hR090+bWYBwi1mSZr0+/SAHtGAx2YjwA4g26RbVOTICPWFmm7JK3sD0b/GH5kSGa nSdN+CVszTCBRyyYyp+16CjYxpFFxCvxikBhLGu+wa6tYqFoFpZIPb+nTdkhZtx9o+hXRAv09kLDKmF4W2M2LYMb9rOfyvVk+xvd/IhEpSBMWHi9qppBjTPCjaEh o4yp41jGth/0p5h2nG0cZZtCH4v0/+ay63y/5O2T/fLR0ej+IokFWyRjaIT/bIITkjFVIlnNyRB/JEnp1759F5cV6HrWPOaGaF/JDz/glPnp+s</latexit>
C)
A cos(✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="NDd1HJ5TicKpYEF/zqv8N/PA4Vs=">AAAB9XicbV BNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBHqpeyqoMeqF48V7Ad015JNs21oNlmSWaUs/R9ePCji1f/izX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhuwHW/naXlldW19cJGcXNre2e3tLffNCrVlD WoEkq3Q2KY4JI1gINg7UQzEoeCtcLhzcRvPTJtuJL3MEpYEJO+5BGnBKz0cIV9qkzFhwEDctItld2qOwVeJF5OyihHvVv68nuKpjGTQAUxpuO5CQQZ0cCpYOOinx qWEDokfdaxVJKYmSCbXj3Gx1bp4UhpWxLwVP09kZHYmFEc2s6YwMDMexPxP6+TQnQZZFwmKTBJZ4uiVGBQeBIB7nHNKIiRJYRqbm/FdEA0oWCDKtoQvPmXF0nztO qdVb2783LtOo+jgA7REaogD12gGrpFddRAFGn0jF7Rm/PkvDjvzsesdcnJZw7QHzifP2pakc4=</latexit>
A sin(✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="qH4kKDIVqeogpTk5UcgFJLskGy0=">AAAB9XicbV DLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBDiJeyqoMeoF48RzAOyMcxOOsmQ2dllplcJS/7DiwdFvPov3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsriKUw6LrfztLyyuraem4jv7m1vbNb2NuvmyjRHG o8kpFuBsyAFApqKFBCM9bAwkBCIxjeTPzGI2gjInWPoxjaIesr0ROcoZUerqhvhCr5OABkJ51C0S27U9BF4mWkSDJUO4UvvxvxJASFXDJjWp4bYztlGgWXMM77iY GY8SHrQ8tSxUIw7XR69ZgeW6VLe5G2pZBO1d8TKQuNGYWB7QwZDsy8NxH/81oJ9i7bqVBxgqD4bFEvkRQjOomAdoUGjnJkCeNa2FspHzDNONqg8jYEb/7lRVI/LX tnZe/uvFi5zuLIkUNyRErEIxekQm5JldQIJ5o8k1fy5jw5L8678zFrXXKymQPyB87nD3IwkdM=</latexit>
a
<latexit sha1_base64="gG6oePGjtzGmTxptftg7C03qavs=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji 1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUoP1yxa26c5BV4uWkAjnq/fJXbxCzNEJpmKBadz03MX5GleFM4LTUSzUmlI3pELuWShqh9rP5oVNyZpUBCWNlSxoyV39PZDTSehIFtjOiZqSXvZn4n9dNTXjjZ1wmqUHJ FovCVBATk9nXZMAVMiMmllCmuL2VsBFVlBmbTcmG4C2/vEpaF1Xvsuo1riq12zyOIpzAKZyDB9dQg3uoQxMYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFoLTj5zDH/gfP4AxFmM6A==</latexit> b
<latexit sha1_base64="XTaOtdCtlykaGRW+t4nO7uCrukc=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji 1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUCPrlilt15yCrxMtJBXLU++Wv3iBmaYTSMEG17npuYvyMKsOZwGmpl2pMKBvTIXYtlTRC7WfzQ6fkzCoDEsbKljRkrv6eyGik9SQKbGdEzUgvezPxP6+bmvDGz7hMUoOS LRaFqSAmJrOvyYArZEZMLKFMcXsrYSOqKDM2m5INwVt+eZW0LqreZdVrXFVqt3kcRTiBUzgHD66hBvdQhyYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBxd2M6Q==</latexit>
|a|2
<latexit sha1_base64="qMsSjDQIipbBy1rklELmAvnduWQ=">AAAB7HicbVBNTwIxEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRHbRRI9ELx4xcYEEVtItXWjodjdt14Qs/AYvHjTG qz/Im//GAntQ8CWTvLw3k5l5QSK4No7zjQpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoqeNUUebRWMSqHRDNBJfMM9wI1k4UI1EgWCsY3c781hNTmsfywYwT5kdkIHnIKTFW8iZk8ljrlStO1ZkDrxI3JxXI0eiVv7r9mKYRk4YKonXHdRLjZ0QZTgWblrqpZgmhIzJgHUsliZj2s/mxU3xmlT4OY2VLGjxXf09kJNJ6HAW2MyJmqJe9mfif10lNeO1n XCapYZIuFoWpwCbGs89xnytGjRhbQqji9lZMh0QRamw+JRuCu/zyKmnWqu5F1b2/rNRv8jiKcAKncA4uXEEd7qABHlDg8Ayv8IYkekHv6GPRWkD5zDH8Afr8Aa6rjpg=</latexit>
|b|2
<latexit sha1_base64="a1ni+bp6LSVN200WAZ7btyqOkSo=">AAAB7HicbVBNTwIxEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRHbRRI9ELx4xcYEEVtItXWjodjdt14Qs/AYvHjTG qz/Im//GAntQ8CWTvLw3k5l5QSK4No7zjQpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoqeNUUebRWMSqHRDNBJfMM9wI1k4UI1EgWCsY3c781hNTmsfywYwT5kdkIHnIKTFW8ibB5LHWK1ecqjMHXiVuTiqQo9Erf3X7MU0jJg0VROuO6yTGz4gynAo2LXVTzRJCR2TAOpZKEjHtZ/Njp/jMKn0cxsqWNHiu/p7ISKT1OApsZ0TMUC97M/E/r5Oa8NrP uExSwyRdLApTgU2MZ5/jPleMGjG2hFDF7a2YDoki1Nh8SjYEd/nlVdKsVd2Lqnt/Wanf5HEU4QRO4RxcuII63EEDPKDA4Rle4Q1J9ILe0ceitYDymWP4A/T5A7Ayjpk=</latexit>
I<latexit sha1_base64="r3x9Eeu3NuC/NPGWHOVNrDcMHu8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokKeix60VsL9gPaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHhTx 6k/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDY1HGqGDZYLGLVDqhGwSU2DDcC24lCGgUCW8Hoduq3nlBpHssHM07Qj+hA8pAzaqxUv++Vym7FnYEsEy8nZchR65W+uv2YpRFKwwTVuuO5ifEzqgxnAifFbqoxoWxEB9ixVNIItZ/NDp2QU6v0SRgrW9KQmfp7IqOR1uMosJ0RNUO96E3F/7xOasJrP+MySQ1K Nl8UpoKYmEy/Jn2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYbIo2BG/x5WXSPK94FxWvflmu3uRxFOAYTuAMPLiCKtxBDRrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9664uQzR/AHzucPn/mM0A==</latexit>
✓ =  ✓even
<latexit sha1_base64="2tQy+c/kO g+kiqsNT3KJnD0WBVk=">AAACCHicbZA9SwNBEIb3/IzxK2pp4WIQbAx3KmgjB G0sI5gPSELY20ySJXt7x+5cMBwpbfwrNhaK2PoT7Pw3bpIrNPGFhYd3Zpid14+ kMOi6387C4tLyympmLbu+sbm1ndvZrZgw1hzKPJShrvnMgBQKyihQQi3SwAJfQ tXv34zr1QFoI0J1j8MImgHrKtERnKG1WrmDBvYAGb2iJ3SKraSB8IAJDECNRq1 c3i24E9F58FLIk1SlVu6r0Q55HIBCLpkxdc+NsJkwjYJLGGUbsYGI8T7rQt2iY gGYZjI5ZESPrNOmnVDbp5BO3N8TCQuMGQa+7QwY9sxsbWz+V6vH2LlsJkJFMYL i00WdWFIM6TgV2hYaOMqhBca1sH+lvMc042izy9oQvNmT56FyWvDOCt7deb54n caRIfvkkBwTj1yQIrklJVImnDySZ/JK3pwn58V5dz6mrQtOOrNH/sj5/AGHVp mw</latexit>
✓ = +✓even
<latexit sha1_base64="Pccun9mVn UHDStjniF22Lt7Z+RM=">AAACB3icbZBNSwMxEIazftb6VfUoSLAIglB2VdCLU PTisYL9gLaUbDptQ7PZJZktlqU3L/4VLx4U8epf8Oa/MW33oK0vBB7emWEyrx9 JYdB1v52FxaXlldXMWnZ9Y3NrO7ezWzFhrDmUeShDXfOZASkUlFGghFqkgQW+h KrfvxnXqwPQRoTqHocRNAPWVaIjOENrtXIHDewBMnpFT6bUShoID5jAANRo1Mr l3YI7EZ0HL4U8SVVq5b4a7ZDHASjkkhlT99wImwnTKLiEUbYRG4gY77Mu1C0qF oBpJpM7RvTIOm3aCbV9CunE/T2RsMCYYeDbzoBhz8zWxuZ/tXqMnctmIlQUIyg +XdSJJcWQjkOhbaGBoxxaYFwL+1fKe0wzjja6rA3Bmz15HiqnBe+s4N2d54vXa RwZsk8OyTHxyAUpkltSImXCySN5Jq/kzXlyXpx352PauuCkM3vkj5zPHyjNmY Q=</latexit>
A
<latexit sha1_base64="oOqKmBV0G OZmzyuHLWA05JzLfro=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokKeqx68 diC/YA2lM120q7dbMLuRiihv8CLB0W8+pO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1 vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6m /qtJ1Sax/LBjBP0IzqQPOSMGivVb3qlsltxZyDLxMtJGXLUeqWvbj9maYTSMEG 17nhuYvyMKsOZwEmxm2pMKBvRAXYslTRC7WezQyfk1Cp9EsbKljRkpv6eyGik9 TgKbGdEzVAvelPxP6+TmvDaz7hMUoOSzReFqSAmJtOvSZ8rZEaMLaFMcXsrYUO qKDM2m6INwVt8eZk0zyveRcWrX5art3kcBTiGEzgDD66gCvdQgwYwQHiGV3hzH p0X5935mLeuOPnMEfyB8/kDk9mMyA==</latexit>
A




<latexit sha1_base64="KQQAFI7Vb BJTH59o8cSIk+qEY3c=">AAACCHicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4zbqEcPNgbBU5hRQS9CV ASPEcwCSQw9nUrSpGehu0YMwxy9+CtePCji1U/w5t/YWQ6a+KDg8V4VVfW8SAq NjvNtZebmFxaXssu5ldW19Q17c6uiw1hxKPNQhqrmMQ1SBFBGgRJqkQLmexKqX v9y6FfvQWkRBrc4iKDps24gOoIzNFLL3r1qJQ2EB0yiOEpTekbPKdwlgjawB8j Slp13Cs4IdJa4E5InE5Ra9lejHfLYhwC5ZFrXXSfCZsIUCi4hzTViDRHjfdaFu qEB80E3k9EjKd03Spt2QmUqQDpSf08kzNd64Hum02fY09PeUPzPq8fYOW0mIoh ihICPF3ViSTGkw1RoWyjgKAeGMK6EuZXyHlOMo8kuZ0Jwp1+eJZXDgntUcG+O8 8WLSRxZskP2yAFxyQkpkmtSImXCySN5Jq/kzXqyXqx362PcmrEmM9vkD6zPH0 6qmYI=</latexit>
Efoc = C{Epup} = a+ bi
<latexit sha1_base64="6bvRyD5E1O56OH0Y6sKMRGKw+58=">AAACJHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAiCUBIVFEQoFsFlBfuAppTJdNIOnTyYuRFLyMe48Vfc uPCBCzd+i5M2iLYeGDiccy93znEjwRVY1qcxN7+wuLRcWCmurq1vbJpb2w0VxpKyOg1FKFsuUUzwgNWBg2CtSDLiu4I13WE185t3TCoeBrcwiljHJ/2Ae5wS0FLXPL/qJg6we0i8kKYpvsCOT2BAiUiqqZPgHzuKI2072QTBh9jFHHfNklW2xsCzxM5JCeWodc03pxfS2GcBUEGUattWBJ2ESOBUsLToxIpFhA5Jn7U1DYjPVCcZh0zx vlZ62AulfgHgsfp7IyG+UiPf1ZNZAjXtZeJ/XjsG76yT8CCKgQV0csiLBYYQZ43hHpeMghhpQqjk+q+YDogkFHSvRV2CPR15ljSOyvZx2b45KVUu8zoKaBftoQNko1NUQdeohuqIogf0hF7Qq/FoPBvvxsdkdM7Id3bQHxhf37uLpCU=</latexit>
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Fig. A.2. Focal- and pupil-plane quantities for different combinations of pupil symmetries and phase aberrations with alternating signs.
(a) symmetric aperture with odd aberration coma. (b) symmetric aperture with even aberration astigmatism. (c) asymmetric aperture with odd
aberration coma. (d) asymmetric aperture with even aberration astigmatism. The columns in the pupil-plane box show (from left to right) the
amplitude, phase, and the real and imaginary electric fields. In the focal-plane box the columns show the real and imaginary electric fields, the
power in the real and imaginary electric fields, and the total power.
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|a|2
<latexit sha1_base64="qMsSjDQIipbBy1rklELmAvnduWQ=">AAAB7HicbVBNTwIxEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRHbRRI9ELx4xcYEEVtItXWjodjdt14Qs/AYvHjTGqz /Im//GAntQ8CWTvLw3k5l5QSK4No7zjQpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoqeNUUebRWMSqHRDNBJfMM9wI1k4UI1EgWCsY3c781hNTmsfywYwT5kdkIHnIKTFW8iZk8ljrlStO1ZkDrxI3JxXI0eiVv7r9mKYRk4YKonXHdRLjZ0QZTgWblrqpZgmhIzJgHUsliZj2s/mxU3xmlT4OY2VLGjxXf09kJNJ6HAW2MyJmqJe9mfif10lNeO1nXCap YZIuFoWpwCbGs89xnytGjRhbQqji9lZMh0QRamw+JRuCu/zyKmnWqu5F1b2/rNRv8jiKcAKncA4uXEEd7qABHlDg8Ayv8IYkekHv6GPRWkD5zDH8Afr8Aa6rjpg=</latexit>
|b|2
<latexit sha1_base64="a1ni+bp6LSVN200WAZ7btyqOkSo=">AAAB7HicbVBNTwIxEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRHbRRI9ELx4xcYEEVtItXWjodjdt14Qs/AYvHjTGqz /Im//GAntQ8CWTvLw3k5l5QSK4No7zjQpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoqeNUUebRWMSqHRDNBJfMM9wI1k4UI1EgWCsY3c781hNTmsfywYwT5kdkIHnIKTFW8ibB5LHWK1ecqjMHXiVuTiqQo9Erf3X7MU0jJg0VROuO6yTGz4gynAo2LXVTzRJCR2TAOpZKEjHtZ/Njp/jMKn0cxsqWNHiu/p7ISKT1OApsZ0TMUC97M/E/r5Oa8NrPuExS wyRdLApTgU2MZ5/jPleMGjG2hFDF7a2YDoki1Nh8SjYEd/nlVdKsVd2Lqnt/Wanf5HEU4QRO4RxcuII63EEDPKDA4Rle4Q1J9ILe0ceitYDymWP4A/T5A7Ayjpk=</latexit>
I<latexit sha1_base64="r3x9Eeu3NuC/NPGWHOVNrDcMHu8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokKeix60VsL9gPaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHhTx6k /y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDY1HGqGDZYLGLVDqhGwSU2DDcC24lCGgUCW8Hoduq3nlBpHssHM07Qj+hA8pAzaqxUv++Vym7FnYEsEy8nZchR65W+uv2YpRFKwwTVuuO5ifEzqgxnAifFbqoxoWxEB9ixVNIItZ/NDp2QU6v0SRgrW9KQmfp7IqOR1uMosJ0RNUO96E3F/7xOasJrP+MySQ1KNl8U poKYmEy/Jn2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYbIo2BG/x5WXSPK94FxWvflmu3uRxFOAYTuAMPLiCKtxBDRrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9664uQzR/AHzucPn/mM0A==</latexit>
✓ = ✓APP   ✓even
<latexit sha1_base64="tIgZcG1AsC gQdTUnOToNBuynRsU=">AAACHHicbZA9SwNBEIb34nf8ilraLAbBxnBnBG2EqI 3lCUaFJIS9zSRZsrd37M4Fw3E/xMa/YmOhiI2F4L9x81Fo4gsLD+/MMDtvEEth0 HW/ndzc/MLi0vJKfnVtfWOzsLV9a6JEc6jySEb6PmAGpFBQRYES7mMNLAwk3AW 9y2H9rg/aiEjd4CCGRsg6SrQFZ2itZqFcxy4go2d0DM20jvCA6bnvZxk9nHKhDy rLmoWiW3JHorPgTaBIJvKbhc96K+JJCAq5ZMbUPDfGRso0Ci4hy9cTAzHjPdaB mkXFQjCNdHRcRvet06LtSNunkI7c3xMpC40ZhIHtDBl2zXRtaP5XqyXYPm2kQsU JguLjRe1EUozoMCnaEho4yoEFxrWwf6W8yzTjaPPM2xC86ZNn4fao5JVL3vVxs XIxiWOZ7JI9ckA8ckIq5Ir4pEo4eSTP5JW8OU/Oi/PufIxbc85kZof8kfP1A5yQ ols=</latexit>
✓ = ✓APP + ✓even
<latexit sha1_base64="i4N00TXBtj fdBI1mSzMvn8Zw25E=">AAACHHicbZBNSwMxEIaz9bt+VT16CRZBEMquFfQiVL 14XMGq0JaSTadtaDa7JLPFsuwP8eJf8eJBES8eBP+N6cdBW18IPLwzw2TeIJbCo Ot+O7m5+YXFpeWV/Ora+sZmYWv71kSJ5lDlkYz0fcAMSKGgigIl3McaWBhIuAt 6l8P6XR+0EZG6wUEMjZB1lGgLztBazUK5jl1ARs/oGJppHeEB03PfzzJ6OOVCH1 SWNQtFt+SORGfBm0CRTOQ3C5/1VsSTEBRyyYypeW6MjZRpFFxClq8nBmLGe6wD NYuKhWAa6ei4jO5bp0XbkbZPIR25vydSFhozCAPbGTLsmuna0PyvVkuwfdpIhYo TBMXHi9qJpBjRYVK0JTRwlAMLjGth/0p5l2nG0eaZtyF40yfPwu1RySuXvOvjY uViEscy2SV75IB45IRUyBXxSZVw8kieySt5c56cF+fd+Ri35pzJzA75I+frB5le olk=</latexit>
A
<latexit sha1_base64="oOqKmBV0GO ZmzyuHLWA05JzLfro=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokKeqx68d iC/YA2lM120q7dbMLuRiihv8CLB0W8+pO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ 2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6m/q tJ1Sax/LBjBP0IzqQPOSMGivVb3qlsltxZyDLxMtJGXLUeqWvbj9maYTSMEG17n huYvyMKsOZwEmxm2pMKBvRAXYslTRC7WezQyfk1Cp9EsbKljRkpv6eyGik9TgK bGdEzVAvelPxP6+TmvDaz7hMUoOSzReFqSAmJtOvSZ8rZEaMLaFMcXsrYUOqKDM 2m6INwVt8eZk0zyveRcWrX5art3kcBTiGEzgDD66gCvdQgwYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5 935mLeuOPnMEfyB8/kDk9mMyA==</latexit>
A




<latexit sha1_base64="KQQAFI7VbB JTH59o8cSIk+qEY3c=">AAACCHicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4zbqEcPNgbBU5hRQS9CVA SPEcwCSQw9nUrSpGehu0YMwxy9+CtePCji1U/w5t/YWQ6a+KDg8V4VVfW8SAqNj vNtZebmFxaXssu5ldW19Q17c6uiw1hxKPNQhqrmMQ1SBFBGgRJqkQLmexKqXv9 y6FfvQWkRBrc4iKDps24gOoIzNFLL3r1qJQ2EB0yiOEpTekbPKdwlgjawB8jSlp 13Cs4IdJa4E5InE5Ra9lejHfLYhwC5ZFrXXSfCZsIUCi4hzTViDRHjfdaFuqEB 80E3k9EjKd03Spt2QmUqQDpSf08kzNd64Hum02fY09PeUPzPq8fYOW0mIohihIC PF3ViSTGkw1RoWyjgKAeGMK6EuZXyHlOMo8kuZ0Jwp1+eJZXDgntUcG+O88WLS RxZskP2yAFxyQkpkmtSImXCySN5Jq/kzXqyXqx362PcmrEmM9vkD6zPH06qmYI= </latexit>
Efoc = C{Epup} = a+ bi
<latexit sha1_base64="6bvRyD5E1O56OH0Y6sKMRGKw+58=">AAACJHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAiCUBIVFEQoFsFlBfuAppTJdNIOnTyYuRFLyMe48VfcuP CBCzd+i5M2iLYeGDiccy93znEjwRVY1qcxN7+wuLRcWCmurq1vbJpb2w0VxpKyOg1FKFsuUUzwgNWBg2CtSDLiu4I13WE185t3TCoeBrcwiljHJ/2Ae5wS0FLXPL/qJg6we0i8kKYpvsCOT2BAiUiqqZPgHzuKI2072QTBh9jFHHfNklW2xsCzxM5JCeWodc03pxfS2GcBUEGUattWBJ2ESOBUsLToxIpFhA5Jn7U1DYjPVCcZh0zxvlZ6 2AulfgHgsfp7IyG+UiPf1ZNZAjXtZeJ/XjsG76yT8CCKgQV0csiLBYYQZ43hHpeMghhpQqjk+q+YDogkFHSvRV2CPR15ljSOyvZx2b45KVUu8zoKaBftoQNko1NUQdeohuqIogf0hF7Qq/FoPBvvxsdkdM7Id3bQHxhf37uLpCU=</latexit>
|a|2 + |b|2 = I
<latexit sha1_base64="uJGjoIJonuLShauFVUeH8uIA9cQ=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1aWbwSIIQkmqoBuh6EZ3FewD2lgm00k7dPJgZqKUpJ/ixoUibv 0Sd/6NkzYLbT1wuYdz7mXuHDfiTCrL+jaWlldW19YLG8XNre2dXbO015RhLAhtkJCHou1iSTkLaEMxxWk7EhT7Lqctd3Sd+a1HKiQLg3s1jqjj40HAPEaw0lLPLKU4faiiE5S6Wb9Etz2zbFWsKdAisXNShhz1nvnV7Yck9mmgCMdSdmwrUk6ChWKE00mxG0saYTLCA9rRNMA+lU4yPX2CjrTSR14odAUKTdXfGwn2pRz7rp70sRrKeS8T //M6sfIunIQFUaxoQGYPeTFHKkRZDqjPBCWKjzXBRDB9KyJDLDBROq2iDsGe//IiaVYr9mnFvjsr167yOApwAIdwDDacQw1uoA4NIPAEz/AKb0ZqvBjvxsdsdMnId/bhD4zPH7+vklw=</latexit>
Epup = A cos(✓) + iA sin(✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="58xoT8lSdKwNbqSn+Swmwe4lE9A=">AAACG3icbZD LSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GSyCIpREBd0IXhBcVrBWaEqZTE/t0MkkzJyIJfQ93Pgqblwo4kpw4ds4aSt4+2Hg5zvncOb8YSKFQc/7cMbGJyanpgszxdm5+YVFd2n50sSp 5lDlsYz1VcgMSKGgigIlXCUaWBRKqIXdk7xeuwFtRKwusJdAI2LXSrQFZ2hR090+bWYBwi1mSZr0+/SAHtGAx2YjwA4g26RbVOTICPWFmm7JK3sD0b/GH5kSGanSd N+CVszTCBRyyYyp+16CjYxpFFxCvxikBhLGu+wa6tYqFoFpZIPb+nTdkhZtx9o+hXRAv09kLDKmF4W2M2LYMb9rOfyvVk+xvd/IhEpSBMWHi9qppBjTPCjaEho4yp 41jGth/0p5h2nG0cZZtCH4v0/+ay63y/5O2T/fLR0ej+IokFWyRjaIT/bIITkjFVIlnNyRB/JEnp1759F5cV6HrWPOaGaF/JDz/glPnp+s</latexit>
B)
A cos(✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="NDd1HJ5TicKpYEF/zqv8N/PA4Vs=">AAAB9XicbVB NSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBHqpeyqoMeqF48V7Ad015JNs21oNlmSWaUs/R9ePCji1f/izX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhuwHW/naXlldW19cJGcXNre2e3tLffNCrVlDWo Ekq3Q2KY4JI1gINg7UQzEoeCtcLhzcRvPTJtuJL3MEpYEJO+5BGnBKz0cIV9qkzFhwEDctItld2qOwVeJF5OyihHvVv68nuKpjGTQAUxpuO5CQQZ0cCpYOOinxqWE DokfdaxVJKYmSCbXj3Gx1bp4UhpWxLwVP09kZHYmFEc2s6YwMDMexPxP6+TQnQZZFwmKTBJZ4uiVGBQeBIB7nHNKIiRJYRqbm/FdEA0oWCDKtoQvPmXF0nztOqdVb 2783LtOo+jgA7REaogD12gGrpFddRAFGn0jF7Rm/PkvDjvzsesdcnJZw7QHzifP2pakc4=</latexit>
A sin(✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="qH4kKDIVqeogpTk5UcgFJLskGy0=">AAAB9XicbVD LSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBDiJeyqoMeoF48RzAOyMcxOOsmQ2dllplcJS/7DiwdFvPov3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsriKUw6LrfztLyyuraem4jv7m1vbNb2NuvmyjRHGo8 kpFuBsyAFApqKFBCM9bAwkBCIxjeTPzGI2gjInWPoxjaIesr0ROcoZUerqhvhCr5OABkJ51C0S27U9BF4mWkSDJUO4UvvxvxJASFXDJjWp4bYztlGgWXMM77iYGY8 SHrQ8tSxUIw7XR69ZgeW6VLe5G2pZBO1d8TKQuNGYWB7QwZDsy8NxH/81oJ9i7bqVBxgqD4bFEvkRQjOomAdoUGjnJkCeNa2FspHzDNONqg8jYEb/7lRVI/LXtnZe /uvFi5zuLIkUNyRErEIxekQm5JldQIJ5o8k1fy5jw5L8678zFrXXKymQPyB87nD3IwkdM=</latexit>
a
<latexit sha1_base64="gG6oePGjtzGmTxptftg7C03qavs=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z /kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUoP1yxa26c5BV4uWkAjnq/fJXbxCzNEJpmKBadz03MX5GleFM4LTUSzUmlI3pELuWShqh9rP5oVNyZpUBCWNlSxoyV39PZDTSehIFtjOiZqSXvZn4n9dNTXjjZ1wmqUHJFovC VBATk9nXZMAVMiMmllCmuL2VsBFVlBmbTcmG4C2/vEpaF1Xvsuo1riq12zyOIpzAKZyDB9dQg3uoQxMYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFoLTj5zDH/gfP4AxFmM6A==</latexit> b
<latexit sha1_base64="XTaOtdCtlykaGRW+t4nO7uCrukc=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z /kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUCPrlilt15yCrxMtJBXLU++Wv3iBmaYTSMEG17npuYvyMKsOZwGmpl2pMKBvTIXYtlTRC7WfzQ6fkzCoDEsbKljRkrv6eyGik9SQKbGdEzUgvezPxP6+bmvDGz7hMUoOSLRaF qSAmJrOvyYArZEZMLKFMcXsrYSOqKDM2m5INwVt+eZW0LqreZdVrXFVqt3kcRTiBUzgHD66hBvdQhyYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBxd2M6Q==</latexit>
|a|2
<latexit sha1_base64="qMsSjDQIipbBy1rklELmAvnduWQ=">AAAB7HicbVBNTwIxEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRHbRRI9ELx4xcYEEVtItXWjodjdt14Qs/AYvHjTGqz /Im//GAntQ8CWTvLw3k5l5QSK4No7zjQpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoqeNUUebRWMSqHRDNBJfMM9wI1k4UI1EgWCsY3c781hNTmsfywYwT5kdkIHnIKTFW8iZk8ljrlStO1ZkDrxI3JxXI0eiVv7r9mKYRk4YKonXHdRLjZ0QZTgWblrqpZgmhIzJgHUsliZj2s/mxU3xmlT4OY2VLGjxXf09kJNJ6HAW2MyJmqJe9mfif10lNeO1nXCap YZIuFoWpwCbGs89xnytGjRhbQqji9lZMh0QRamw+JRuCu/zyKmnWqu5F1b2/rNRv8jiKcAKncA4uXEEd7qABHlDg8Ayv8IYkekHv6GPRWkD5zDH8Afr8Aa6rjpg=</latexit>
|b|2
<latexit sha1_base64="a1ni+bp6LSVN200WAZ7btyqOkSo=">AAAB7HicbVBNTwIxEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRHbRRI9ELx4xcYEEVtItXWjodjdt14Qs/AYvHjTGqz /Im//GAntQ8CWTvLw3k5l5QSK4No7zjQpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoqeNUUebRWMSqHRDNBJfMM9wI1k4UI1EgWCsY3c781hNTmsfywYwT5kdkIHnIKTFW8ibB5LHWK1ecqjMHXiVuTiqQo9Erf3X7MU0jJg0VROuO6yTGz4gynAo2LXVTzRJCR2TAOpZKEjHtZ/Njp/jMKn0cxsqWNHiu/p7ISKT1OApsZ0TMUC97M/E/r5Oa8NrPuExS wyRdLApTgU2MZ5/jPleMGjG2hFDF7a2YDoki1Nh8SjYEd/nlVdKsVd2Lqnt/Wanf5HEU4QRO4RxcuII63EEDPKDA4Rle4Q1J9ILe0ceitYDymWP4A/T5A7Ayjpk=</latexit>
I<latexit sha1_base64="r3x9Eeu3NuC/NPGWHOVNrDcMHu8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokKeix60VsL9gPaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHhTx6k /y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDY1HGqGDZYLGLVDqhGwSU2DDcC24lCGgUCW8Hoduq3nlBpHssHM07Qj+hA8pAzaqxUv++Vym7FnYEsEy8nZchR65W+uv2YpRFKwwTVuuO5ifEzqgxnAifFbqoxoWxEB9ixVNIItZ/NDp2QU6v0SRgrW9KQmfp7IqOR1uMosJ0RNUO96E3F/7xOasJrP+MySQ1KNl8U poKYmEy/Jn2ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYbIo2BG/x5WXSPK94FxWvflmu3uRxFOAYTuAMPLiCKtxBDRrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9664uQzR/AHzucPn/mM0A==</latexit>✓ = ✓APP + ✓odd
<latexit sha1_base64="4nvgsahBiT ib2p3OUQv+v4AK5Eo=">AAACG3icbZDJSgNBEIZ7XGPcRj16aQyCIISZKOhFiH rxGMEskITQ01NJmvQsdNeIYZj38OKrePGgiCfBg29jZzlo4g8NH39VUV2/F0uh0 XG+rYXFpeWV1dxafn1jc2vb3tmt6ShRHKo8kpFqeEyDFCFUUaCERqyABZ6Euje 4HtXr96C0iMI7HMbQDlgvFF3BGRqrY5da2Adk9IJOoJO2EB4wvaxUsowez7iR72 dZxy44RWcsOg/uFApkqkrH/mz5EU8CCJFLpnXTdWJsp0yh4BKyfCvREDM+YD1o GgxZALqdjm/L6KFxfNqNlHkh0rH7eyJlgdbDwDOdAcO+nq2NzP9qzQS75+1UhHG CEPLJom4iKUZ0FBT1hQKOcmiAcSXMXynvM8U4mjjzJgR39uR5qJWK7knRvT0tl K+mceTIPjkgR8QlZ6RMbkiFVAknj+SZvJI368l6sd6tj0nrgjWd2SN/ZH39AKxd odg=</latexit>
✓ = ✓APP   ✓odd
<latexit sha1_base64="1ZWd7aWTZy NbhpZ3608uk0k2w3o=">AAACG3icbZDJSgNBEIZ7XGPcRj16aQyCF8NMFPQiRL 14jGAWSELo6akkTXoWumvEMMx7ePFVvHhQxJPgwbexsxw08YeGj7+qqK7fi6XQ6 Djf1sLi0vLKam4tv76xubVt7+zWdJQoDlUeyUg1PKZBihCqKFBCI1bAAk9C3Rt cj+r1e1BaROEdDmNoB6wXiq7gDI3VsUst7AMyekEn0ElbCA+YXlYqWUaPZ9zI97 OsYxecojMWnQd3CgUyVaVjf7b8iCcBhMgl07rpOjG2U6ZQcAlZvpVoiBkfsB40 DYYsAN1Ox7dl9NA4Pu1GyrwQ6dj9PZGyQOth4JnOgGFfz9ZG5n+1ZoLd83Yqwjh BCPlkUTeRFCM6Cor6QgFHOTTAuBLmr5T3mWIcTZx5E4I7e/I81EpF96To3p4Wy lfTOHJknxyQI+KSM1ImN6RCqoSTR/JMXsmb9WS9WO/Wx6R1wZrO7JE/sr5+AK+N odo=</latexit>
A
<latexit sha1_base64="oOqKmBV0GO ZmzyuHLWA05JzLfro=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokKeqx68d iC/YA2lM120q7dbMLuRiihv8CLB0W8+pO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ 2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6m/q tJ1Sax/LBjBP0IzqQPOSMGivVb3qlsltxZyDLxMtJGXLUeqWvbj9maYTSMEG17n huYvyMKsOZwEmxm2pMKBvRAXYslTRC7WezQyfk1Cp9EsbKljRkpv6eyGik9TgK bGdEzVAvelPxP6+TmvDaz7hMUoOSzReFqSAmJtOvSZ8rZEaMLaFMcXsrYUOqKDM 2m6INwVt8eZk0zyveRcWrX5art3kcBTiGEzgDD66gCvdQgwYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5 935mLeuOPnMEfyB8/kDk9mMyA==</latexit>
A
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Fig. A.3. Focal- and pupil-plane quantities for APPs designed for different pupil symmetries subjected to phase aberrations with alternating sign.
(a) symmetric aperture with odd aberration coma. (b) symmetric aperture with even aberration astigmatism. (c) asymmetric aperture with odd
aberration coma. (d) asymmetric aperture with even aberration astigmatism. The columns in the pupil-plane box show (from left to right) the
amplitude, phase, and real and imaginary electric fields. In the focal-plane box, the columns show the real and imaginary electric fields, the power
in the real and imaginary electric fields, and the total power.
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Appendix B: Implications for spatial LDFC
Above we discussed the principle behind FPWFS in the context
of the coronagraphic PSFs of the APP, but the same principle
applies to maintaining the contrast in the dark hole, such as elec-
tric field conjugation (Groff et al. 2015), speckle nulling (Bordé
& Traub 2006), or spatial Linear Dark Field Control (LDFC;
Miller et al. 2017). Spatial LDFC maintains the contrast in the
dark hole by monitoring the intensity of the bright field, which
can be shown to have a linear response to small phase aberra-
tions. Suppose the focal-plane electric field Efoc consists of the
nominal electric field in the bright field E0 disturbed by the elec-
tric field of the aberration Eab:
Efoc = E0 + Eab, (B.1)
Ifoc = |Efoc|2 (B.2)
= |E0|2 + |Eab|2 + 2<{E0E∗ab}. (B.3)
Assuming that |E0|2  |Eab|2, we can write the intensity change
∆I, compared to the reference image I0 = |E0|2, due to the aber-
ration as
∆I = Ifoc − I0 (B.4)
= 2<{E0E∗ab} (B.5)
Writing the electric fields as their real and imaginary compo-
nents, E0 = a + ib and Eab = c + id, shows that in order to have
a response to the complete electric field of the aberration, the
bright field of the PSF should have real and imaginary compo-
nents:
∆I = 2(ac + bd). (B.6)
As discussed above, the real component a can be provided by
either a known, even phase aberration such as defocus or by an
amplitude asymmetry.
In Miller (2018) spatial LDFC was tested, both in simula-
tion and in the lab, with a vAPP designed for an even aperture
(a = 0). It was indeed observed that the LDFC loop was more
stable when the vAPP image was defocused (a , 0), compared
to a focused image (a = 0). Therefore, adding a pupil amplitude
asymmetry, generating a non-zero a, would allow the LDFC loop
to run with a focused vAPP image, having a comparable stability
to the defocused image.
Appendix C: Derivatives objective function
The phase estimation is performed by minimizing the objec-
tive function L defined in Eq. (20). The convergence speed and
accuracy of the minimization algorithm are improved when it is
provided with the gradients of the parameters it is estimating.
For the estimation the phase is expanded on a truncated mode
basis {φi}with αi the estimated coefficients, and thus the gradient
∂L/∂αi needs to be derived. In addition to the phase estimation,
the algorithm can also estimate the photon number Np, the back-
ground level Nb, the fractional degree of circular polarization v,
and the amount of leakage L. Therefore, the gradients ∂L/∂Np,
∂L/∂Nb, ∂L/∂v, and ∂L/∂L also need to be derived.














with M the model of the system given by Eq. (22). Here the
dependency of L and M on (α,Np,Nb, v, L) is omitted for read-
ability. The term R(α)/∂X is only non-zero for X = αi.
We start with the gradient ∂L/∂αi; with the first step already










where the sum is over the two coronagraphic PSFs and the non-
coronagraphic leakage PSF, and Ifoc, j is given in Eq. (26). The

























































































Here γ is a power that matches the known or assumed power-law
distribution of the aberrations in the system. The derivative with







Combining the results in Eqs. (C.1), (C.2), (C.6), and (C.8) gives
the final expression for ∂L/∂αi.



















with the derivatives ∂a j(v, L)/∂L given by
∂a1
∂L
= −1 + v
2
, (C.12)
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